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PRESIDENT'S

REPORT

Blessings Shared
Although most of you will read
this article during the waning days
of winter, I am writing it while
basking in the glow of very
benevolent year-end giving to the
college. I am touched by so much
generosity which cuts across all
income levels. Many have given
sacrificially and many others well
beyond a tithe. I am even aware of
donors who have borrowed money
to continue their pledge payment
schedule.
On occasions too numerous to
mention, it has been my privilege
to bear witness to the fact that one
cannot out-give God. Although it
defies logical explanation, over
and over again I have observed
that those who give so willingly
are entrusted with even more
resources for which to be
responsible. It is abundantly clear
that there is much joy in giving
and that God loves a cheerful
giver.
Asking people for financial
support is almost always an
enjoyable experience. It is not
combat duty to share the mission
of the college with prospective
donors and challenge them to
share their resources for such a
noble cause. That these gifts
benefit my favorite people,
Northwestern College students, is
an added delight! I have met so
many wonderful people in this
process, who have humbled me
time and time again with their
generosity. They are interested in
being "givers" instead of "takers."
Most of our donors are also donors
to many other benevolent causes.
We applaud this and are very
grateful that they have chosen
NWC to be one of their charitable
recipients.
Without this generosity, of
course, Northwestern College
would cease to exist. Gift income
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to the college keeps an education
affordable for talented and
deserving students. It also
provides the kind of attractive and
functional facilities which allow
students and faculty to perform at
their very best in a pleasant
environment.
In the 11 years that I have been
asking alumni and friends to
support the college, I have really
experienced only two types of
disappointments. The first is the
category of people who have been
entrusted with so much, but are
unable to part with it. I often wish
I had just the
right
motivational
key to turn
their hearts
toward joyful
giving. It
could make
such an
incredible
difference and
Dr. James Bultman
they would
receive such unsurpassed joy! The
second category of disappointment
is with alumni who have been the
recipients of a previous
generation's benevolence through
scholarships and reduced tuition,
but who fail to sense any real
obligation or responsibility to
return this benevolence by helping
future generations of college
students. Somehow, the idea of
"blessed to be a blessing" hasn't
yet been personalized.
Understandably, giving from
charitable resources to your alma
mater can begin only wi th
relatively small gifts upon
graduation (yes, even while you're
paying off student loans!). As you
are blessed, so can these gifts be
multiplied.
Giving is a habit, a conviction to
bless as we've been blessed. Of

course, all of us have been the
recipients of that most wonderful
of all gifts, the gift of eternal life in
Jesus Christ. Out of response to
God's love for us, we give our
time, talents and resources to
others.
Like most colleges which are
tuition-driven, Northwestern is
vulnerable. More than most, we
are at risk because of a relatively

"It is abundantly

clear that there is
much joy in giving
and that God loves a
cheerful giver."
microscopic ($13million)
endowment. Giving-which
begins at an early age with modest
amounts, multiplies throughout
your lifetime as you are prospered,
and continues to bless, even in
death, through your estate plansis of enormous benefit for both the
donor and the recipient.
To those of you who are doing
so much already with what you
have been entrusted, we thank you
and pray that you will be
entrusted with even more
resources as God has promised!
To those of you who have yet to
experience the true joy of giving as
you have been blessed, I pray that
God will stir your hearts for your
own joy and the advancement of
his kingdom here on earth. For
those of us who are the grateful
recipients of your generosity, I
pray that God will find us faithful
in the wonderful work he has
called us to do at Northwestern.

CAMPUS NEWS

Japanese College Honors VanderWerff
A meeting held six years ago in
Tokyo Station led to a sistercollege partnership between NWC
and Keiwa College of Japan, and a
sister-city alliance between Orange
City and Keiwa's hometown,
Shibata City of Niigata prefecture.
One of the key architects of that
relationship, Dr. Lyle
VanderWerff, professor of religion
and director for international
programs, is being honored by
Keiwa College March 20.
At Keiwa's second
commencement exercise,
VanderWerff will receive the
degree Meiyo Bunka Hakushi
(honorary doctorate of humane
letters). He also will give a short
address, translated into Japanese,
to the 200 graduates.
Keiwa's president, Dr.
Muneharu Kitagaki, the man
whom VanderWerff met in 1989,
recommended his friend for the
award. "The recipients of Keiwa's
honorary degree should be
distinguished persons whose
contribution in the field of
Christian education is
conspicuous, and also whose
activities are conspicuously
international," Kitagaki explains.
"Dr. VanderWerff is an eminent

Christian scholar-educator, and
has made an outstanding
contribution in masterminding the
Summer Institute for International
Students at
Northwestern
for many years.
As director for
international
programs, his
performance is
exemplary."
When the two
initially met,
Kitagaki was
Dr. Lyle Vanderwerff
president-elect
for Keiwa
College, which opened in 1991,
and was assembling faculty and
finances for the college. "I talked
about the importance of securing a
faculty who shared a biblical
world view and of clearly defining
one's mission," said VanderWerff.
"He was most appreciative of the
patterns he saw at Northwestern
for the integration of faith, learning
and living in a campus where there
is a Christian ethos."
In 1990,officials from NWC and
Keiwa signed a sister-college
agreement in Orange City. For the
last five years, Keiwa has sent
students to the Summer Institute.
In addition, some graduates of
Keiwa have come to NWC for a

Weaving a Web
Sign of the Times
No, there's not been a building name
change. An eager campaigner found
an opportune site for a poster in
conjunction with Elizabeth Dole's
December campus appearance on
behalf of her husband, Bob Dole.
The Iowa caucus campaigning also
saw two campus visits by Phil
Gramm, including one in which he
was accompanied by actor Charlton
Heston.

Where do you go if you're online and you want to find out the
latest scores of Northwestern
games or other NWC information?
The Northwestern College World
Wide Web home page is just the
place. Access the Internet and type
in http://www.nwciowa.edu/
to
find out the latest about
Northwestern.
The page, still under
construction, includes admissions
information, press releases, sports
sched ules and scores, a calendar of
events and alumni information.

fifth-year experience.
VanderWerff and Kitagaki hope
to see the relationship expand to
include a faculty exchange and a
community cultural exchange.
Indeed, last summer VanderWerff
and Orange City leaders traveled
to Shibata to sign a sister-city pact.
Currently an Orange City
elementary teacher is working on
an art exhibition exchange wi th a
Shibata elementary school.
VanderWerff says he will
receive the honorary degree on
behalf of the entire NWC
community. "I was overwhelmed
by such a gracious, generous
acknowledgment," he says of the
degree. "To me, it's an affirmation
of Northwestern's Christian liberal
arts mission. After observing our
model, Dr. Kitagaki said it was too
good to be true. He didn't know
colleges like Northwestern still
existed. His ideals and hopes were
buoyed up by what he saw at
Northwestern."
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Van Holland Receives State Education Award
Dr. Dick Van Holland '58,
professor of business and
economics, has been named Iowa's
Outstanding Postsecondary
Business Educator for 1995. He
received the award in November
from the Iowa Business Education
Association (IBEA).
Van Holland said he was
humbled to receive the honor.
"There are so many other people
who are deserving of this award.
God has really been good to me.
He's given me a love for teaching,
an excellent place to teach,
excellent people to work with, and
a supporting family."
In a letter of recommendation,
Northwestern President James

Described by students as extremely
caring, Dr. Dick Van Holland is the 1995
Outstanding Postsecondary Business
Educator for the state of Iowa.

Bultman said Van Holland "is first
of all a superb teacher. He
combines in a very meaningful and
effective way the knowledge of his
discipline with pedagogical skill
and effective interpersonal
relationships."
In another letter, Phil Patton,
business department chairman,
described Van Holland as "the
ultimate professional in his
approach to teaching and the
ultimate counselor in his approach
to students. He has a deep love for
his students. He is, in turn, loved
and respected by his students."
Students' feelings toward Dr.
Van Holland are illustrated by the
fact that he is the only faculty member to have been selected twice as
Northwestern's professor of the
year. He received the award in
1988and again in 1995. In addition,
Van Holland was an award-winner
in a 1988national recognition
program for academic advising.
Students say Van Holland has a
caring approach in and out of the
classroom. Nikki (Hulstein)
Terpstra, his work-study assistant
for two years, has seen this on a
regular basis. "He is never too
busy for his students. He always
has time to talk to them about their
studies or about what's going on in
their lives. He is genuinely a

Spring Tours Take Performers Afar
Performing groups represented
Northwestern in seven states
during February and March.
The Symphonic Band went on a
brief tour, Feb. 8-11,performing in
four South Dakota Reformed
churches. The ensemble
performed works from a variety of
styles and time periods, including
traditional symphonic band
literature, orchestral transcriptions
and sacred music.
Over spring break, March 2-12,
the A cappella Choir headed west
while the Drama Ministries
4

Ensemble traveled to the east. The
choir performed literature from
the Renaissance through the 20th
century at 10 churches in South
Dakota, North Dakota, Montana
and Washington.
The Drama Ministries Ensemble
presented The Pottery Class, a Jeff
Barker play about God's will,
drawn from the scriptural
metaphor of the potter and the
clay in Isaiah 64:8. The group performed at Reformed churches in
Coralville, Iowa; the Chicago area;
Indianapolis; and Lafayette, Ind.

servant."

Van Holland says he tries to
make the classroom a comfortable,
non-threatening environment. "I
try to know every student by name
and teach at the level they can
understand. If you show respect
for students, in return they will
show respect for you."
Now in his 36th year as an
educator, he says the interaction
with Northwestern's students
keeps him energized. "They're
really neat kids," he said.
In addition to the joy he gets
from teaching, Van Holland said
he takes pleasure in serving as
academic adviser for some 55
students. "I enjoy sitting down
with students and getting to know
them on a one-to-one basis."
A member of the IBEA executive
board, Van Holland has taught at
NWC since 1979.

Work Progresses on
Building Proj eets
Progress continues on two
campus building projects. The
new women's residence hall is on
schedule for completion in midsummer while the restoration of
Zwemer Hall should be finished
by early 1997.
By mid-February, the brickwork
was nearly completed on the 204bed residence hall. Inside, workers
were putting up drywall and
preparing to paint.
Most of the new windows had
been installed in historic Zwemer
Hall by presstime. Skylights had
been installed in the roof, the
elevator shaft was in place and
rooms were framed in.
The Zwemer project is the last
component of the Call to
Commitment: Expanding the
Vision capital campaign. Over $13
million has been raised in cash and
pledges, with an additional $5.8
million in deferred gifts to the
endowment.

Accident Claims Japanese Student's Life
The Northwestern community
mourns the loss of Keiko Yogi, 23,
a senior from Okinawa, Japan. She
died in a car accident on an icy
Kentucky bridge on Jan. 5.
Yogi,lkuko
Oshiro, a senior
from Okinawa,
and Ted Seimiya,
a junior from
Tokyo, were returning from a
Florida ChristKeiko Yogi
mas vacation.
Oshiro suffered
multiple injuries and was in
intensive care for a few days in
Paducah, Ky. She was released
from the hospital within a week
and returned to Orange City to
recover at the home of friends Sue
and Wayne Kooiker, vice president
for financial affairs. Seimiya was
not injured.
About 200 people attended a
campus memorial service in which
Yogi was remembered as one who
lived life to the full, had a gentle
spirit, and was dedicated to
helping others as a social worker.
Judy Thompson spoke of how
her family grew from serving as
Yogi's host family. "We were very
excited to be able to have the
opportunity to share with someone
new and learn about another
culture. Those things happened,
but more importantly, Keiko
became a part of our family,"
Thompson said, recounting how
they taught Keiko to balance a
checkbook and she taught them to
make rice that doesn't stick. "She
brought a unique blend of joy,
peace, love and courage that was a
real blessing to our family. We
thank the Lord for her life and that
it was a part of ours."
Dr. Lyle VanderWerff, director
for international programs,
recalled that Yogi wrote in her
application that she wanted to
study the Bible because she knew
it was the foundation for life. "I
remember the sparkle in her eyes

when we read the passage, 'I am
the Resurrection and the Life,' and
she began to appropriate such
truths for herself."
One of Yogi's roommates last
semester, Wendy Hensley,
described her as a seeker. "She
sought knowledge. She would
stay up until 4 in the morning
studying and fall asleep on the
floor. She sought God. She was a

real servant, a more Christ-like
example than 1ever was."
Yogi often thanked Hensley for
helping her to see the positives
when she was going through
struggles. "She would say, 'Wendy,
help me see the good thing.:"
Hensley recalled. "When 1heard
that she died, 1thought of Romans
8:28. 1know that she'd be telling
me now to see the good things."

English Professor Publishes
Book About Emily Dickinson
InJanuary, the University ofMass- "Part of
achusetts Press published Emily
what
Dickinson, Daughter of Prophecy,
drove my
written by Dr. Beth Doriani,
interest
was the
assistant professor of English.
role of
Doriani's 248-page critique sugwomen in
gests that Dickinson sought to join
the self-proclaimed prophets of her the
day, such as Ralph Waldo Emerson church. 1
and Henry David Thoreau, by
was
interested
claiming poetic and religious
in what
authority despite her gender.
Doriani explains that Dickinson
the
utilized the prophetic tradition she Christian
best knew, the Judeo-Christian
faith had
legacy including both the prophetic to do with t::"'!:... ;;..:li!!!!JIIlI..... .....::::.J
writings of the Bible and the conbeing a
Dr. Beth Doriani credits her
supportive family and
servative preaching of her own era. woman
commitment
Unlike her points of reference,
and what Northwestern's
to promoting faculty research
Dickinson's voice is distinctly
1could do for helping to make her book a
female. Doriani illuminates this,
to serve
reality.
the
pointing out that Dickinson, like
all prophets, accuses yet also sings, kingdom of God."
consoles, and wonders. Doriani's
Asked what emotions holding
her first published book provoke,
interpretation lends a new ear to
Doriani responds, "Excitement. 1
understanding a key figure in
feel like I've accomplished
American literature.
something.
The book came in the
Oakland University's Jane
mail
just
a
few
months after the
Donahue Eberwein describes
birth of our third child. 1reflected
Doriani's book as "an immensely
readable, thought-provoking analysis that it is a fourth baby, if you will.
The Puritan poet Anne Bradstreet
that offers refreshingly different
called her first book 'my rambling
readings of Dickinson's poems. It
brat'
and used other motherhood
is an important contribution to
metaphors
to refer to her work. 1
Dickinson scholarship that is
identify
with
that." Doriani has
accessible to general readers as
plans
to
expand
her metaphorical
well as academic specialists."
book
"family"
with
two projects
Doriani relates that the book
already
well
mapped
out.
reflects her own spiritual journey.
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I Want My CTV
Northwestern students may not
be able to get their MTV (it's not
available on the local cable
system), but they can get CTV.
And it appears that more and more
students want it.
CTV, short for Campus
Television, is a student-produced
talk show aired Thursdays at 4:50
and 5:10 p.m. on the cable access
channel. A little bit of "Regis and
Kathi Lee" and a little bit of
Letterman, the show is a creative
outlet and an educational
opportunity for some 20 students.
Now in its third semester, CTV
includes an opening host sequence,
a lO-minute news segment, and a
feature interview. Viewers last fall
saw a visit from Santa Claus, a
performance by local grunge band
"Tight Dog," a cooking
demonstration by the Marriott
Food Service, and a feature on the
children's play. On each program,
the Student Stress Level Indicator
(SSLI)graphically plotted the
amount of stress reported by
students surveyed earlier in the
week.
Robin Riley, assistant professor
of communication studies, says
CTV serves as a learning
environment, provides campus
entertainment and ministers to
students, while also giving the
community a glimpse of campus
life. "It's been tremendously
rewarding to see the growth in
CTV in just a short amount of time.
The students working on it have a
lot of energy, they are excited, and
they are creative."
A three-camera production,
CTV features two studio sets and
increasingly more advanced
equipment. Recent additions
include teleprompters (which
project scripts in front of the
camera so students look into the
camera more while reading news
stories) and better graphics
capabilities, including a Snappy
still store device (which displays
digitized images of people to be
6

Alumna Directs Spring Play
Kristin AIlen
Barbour '82 is
feeling very
much at home
this spring. For
one thing, she's
living at the
Orange City
house she grew
up in, and she's
working again in
the Playhouse.
The difference is
that she has
returned to teach
rather than to
study. Kristin is
Theatres in California, Kansas and Ohio have utilized Kristin
a stand-in for Jeff Allen Barbour's costume design skills. This semester she's
and Karen
serving her alma mater as director and costume designer.
Barker, theatre
professors who
are on sabbatical. She is teaching
both director and costume
designer for the spring show, she
Dramatic Literature and directing
the mainstage production Arms
says it's nice to have Keith's input.
and the Man.
Understanding and sharing the
values
of the institution are other
On the other hand, a semester in
Orange City raises concerns for
positive aspects of teaching at
Northwestern. Having received a
Kristin. Because her office door
faces her father's (Keith Allen), she good academic grounding at NWC
herself, Kristin is excited at the
hopes people will be able to see
opportunity to motivate her
past their relationship to discover
students to be critical thinkers who
that she is a viable professional in
her own right. She also knows that will dig under the surface of plays
to explore what they, as Christians,
the separation from her husband,
can learn from them.
Gary, who teaches management
A doctoral candidate at Kent
and marketing at Edinboro
University of Pennsylvania, will be State University, Kristin is writing
difficult.
her dissertation on costumes for
Sharing faculty space with
historical plays at the Comedie
"Dad" has its pluses. Kristin
Francaise during the years 18151830. This allows her to blend her
coordinated reading lists with
Northwestern French major with
Keith so that there would be no
her interests in theatre.
duplication for their students. As
used when doing stories about
them, in much the same way that
slides were used 15 years ago).
Carrie Callaway, a sophomore
communication studies major,
serves as the show's producer.
"The program has improved by
leaps and bounds. We've gotten a
good group of students working
together, and technically we have a
much better system," she says.

TV monitors are set up in the
foyer of the cafeteria so students
waiting in line can watch the show.
It also is televised on the big screen
TV in the Rowenhorst Student
Center.
"A lot of times we feel like
students aren't watching, but then
we do something really bad or
really good and they let us know,"
says Callaway.

CD Groups Bring Spiritual Harmony
"In utter dependence upon Jesus
Christ as my ever-living Savior,
Teacher, Lord, and Friend, I will
seek continual renewal through
spiritual exercises, spiritual gifts
and acts of service." With these
words, read weekly together in
unison, approximately 225 NWC
students, faculty and staff
covenanted to hold one another
accountable in Commitment to
Discipleship (CD) groups
throughout first semester.
The brainchild of Chaplain Matt
Floding, CD groups focus on five
dynamic traditions within the
church which they incorporate into
their daily walk with Christ. He
defines these traditions as:
contemplative-the prayer-filled
life; holiness-a life of virtue and
moral purity; charismatic-the
Spirit-empowered life; social
justice-the compassionate life;
and evangelical-the Wordcentered life.
Participants were given lists of
ideas to implement from each of
the five traditions. Under the
charismatic tradition, for example,
group members could select from
searching the Scriptures to
discover their own spiritual gifts,
selecting a fruit of the Spirit on
which to focus as a growth point,
determining which piece of
spiritual armor they most needed,
practicing praise in worship, or
reading Tony Campolo's book,
How to Be Pentecostal without
Speaking in Tongues.
Floding drew heavily on
Richard Foster's tool, A Spiritual
Formation Workbook, to encourage
CD members to live a more
balanced Christian life. Each CD
meeting's format includes an
opening word from the leader,
reciting the covenant, reading five
commitments to common
disciplines, sharing how God
impacted lives during the past
week, defining goals for the
coming week, making prayer

requests, reciting the Lord's
Prayer, and closing with an
admonition that CD sharing is
confidential.
Floding sees several benefits
from the CD groups. "The initial
benefit is expanding each person's
view of Christian discipleship
through knowing the things
people have drawn upon

throughout history which still
make sense for today. Some groups
were really good at incorporating
international students. Others
provided an important first
campus relationship for transfer
students. The faculty group was
very successful and anxious to
return to meeting weekly after
semester break."

Three Join Board of Trustees
Two pastors and a businessman
have been appointed to the NWC
Board of Trustees.
James Hovinga of Grand Haven,
Mich., is president of JPH Inc.,
which he started in 1994.A
member of Fair Haven Ministries,
Hovinga is a representative of the
Reformed Church in America's
Great Lakes Synod. He attended
Hope College and Grand Valley
State.
The Rev. Roy Paterik '71
represents the Reformed Church in
America's Central Plains and Red
River classes. He serves as pastor
of First Congregational Church in
Nebraska City, chaplain at
Immanuel Medical Center in
Omaha and an English as a Second
Language instructor at Peru State
College. Paterik earned an M.Div.
degree from New Brunswick
Theological Seminary.
The Rev. Brian Steenhoek '89,

joins the board because of his role
as the newly-installed senior
pastor at Sioux Center's Central
Reformed Church. A graduate of
Trinity
Evangelical
Divinity School,
Steenhoek
previously served
as associate
pastor at Christ's
Community
Church in Fort
Wayne, Ind.

Roy Paterik '71

~nSte~9

Students Help Others Over Spring Break
More than 100students spent
their spring break, March 2-12,
serving others. Northwestern's
annual spring service projects sent
groups to 11 sites this year.
Groups aided inner-city
ministries in New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles and
Coney Island, NY Students
ministered in four prisons in
Florida; did street ministry using
drama, puppets, and worship in

Montreal; and worked in a
retirement home, helped with a
children's club and ministered to
Colorado street people through
New Hope in the Rockies.
Other groups worked at an
orphanage in Reynosa, Mexico; a
home for troubled youth in New
Hampshire; a Habitat for
Humanity project in Abilene,
Texas; and Jackson County
Ministries in Annville, Ky.
7

Faculty Active in Scholarship
Dr. Kimberly Utke, associate
professor of music, was one of 100
choral participants selected to
attend the Robert Shaw Choral
Workshop at New York's Carnegie
Hall in January. The intensive
workshop, focusing on Verdi's
Requiem and directed by America's
foremost choral conductor,
culminated in a public
performance of that work in
Carnegie Hall. The workshop
was an excellent opportunity for
Utke to study Requiem in
preparation for an Aprill3 concert
in which Northwestern's A
cappella Choir, which she directs,
will perform that work with the
Sioux City Symphony at Eppley
Auditorium.
Dr. Kevin Cole, assistant
professor of physical education, is
a co-author of an article in the
latest issue of the International
Journal of Sports Nutrition. The
article is entitled "Effect of
Caffeine Ingestion on Perception of
Effort and Subsequent Work
Production."
Dr. Michael Kugler, assistant
professor of history, spoke in
Uppsala, Sweden, at the
Conference on Mary
Wollstonecraft in Sweden 17951995,sponsored by three Swedish
universi ties. He presented a
paper, "Virtue, Independence and
Identity: Mary Wollstonecraft,
Adam Ferguson, and the Role of
Gender in Republican Rhetoric."
He also gave a presentation,
"Identity and Dependence: Adam
Ferguson's and James Boswell's
Experiences of Eighteenth-Century
London," at the North American
Conference on British Studies in
Washington, D.C.
Carl Vandermeulen, assistant
professor of English and
communication studies, received
his PhD. in rhetoric and
composition from the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln in December.
8

Keith Fynaardt, assistant
professor of English, spoke at the
lllth annual meeting of the
Modern Language Association in
Chicago in December. His paper
was entitled "Jane Smiley'S A
Thousand Acres: A Snake in the
Garden." Fynaardt also had an
article, "Prepositions in Wendell
Berry's Poetry of Cultivation,"
published in the December issue of
The Journal of Keniuckv Studies.
An article co-written by Dr.
Peter Hansen, professor of
chemistry, and Scott Murray '94,
now a second-year medical
student at the University of Iowa,
was published in a recent issue of
the Journal of Chemical Education.
"The Extraction of Caffeine from
Tea" describes how the two devised
a different method of conducting a
prevalent undergraduate organic
chemistry experiment.
Dr. Eric Elder, associate
professor of business and
economics, and Dr. Fred Van
Dyke, assistant professor of
biology, have received a grant for
the acquisition of Geographic
Information System (GIS)
programming. GIS is a computerbased global mapping system
which permits correlation and
investigation of geographic
information with environmental,
socio-economic and political
variables. A powerful, hightechnology tool for both teaching
and research, it is funded by the
Global Stewardship Initiative, a
program that seeks to explore a
variety of environmental problems
and solutions at 12 Christian
colleges.
Dr. Sara Sybesma Tolsma,
assistant professor of biology, is a
co-author of an article in the latest
issue of Biophysics Biochemistnj
Research Communications. The
article is entitled "Inhibition of
Angiogenesis by
Thrombospondin-2. "

An article by Dr. Jay Van Hook,
professor of philosophy, was
published in the Fall 1995issue of
The Philosophical Forum. His paper
was entitled "Kenyan Sage
Philosophy: A Review and
Critique."
Jeff and Karen Barker, associate
professors of theatre and speech,
are on sabbatical in Chicago this
semester. Karen is working at the
Goodman Theatre, serving as
dramaturg for a new play entitled
Unjustifiable Acts presented in
Goodman's studio theatre. A
production of Quilters in which
Karen played the role of Sarah,
was listed as one of the best
ensembles of 1995by the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette. She acted in the
production last May and June at
Pittsburgh's Saltworks Theatre
Company.
Floyd Johnson, assistant
professor of computer science,
presented a paper in December at
the Iowa Undergraduate
Computer Science Consortium
held in Indianola. His
presentation was entitled
"Increasing Multicultural
Awareness Using the Internet."
Articles by two members of the
NWC history faculty were
published in the November issue
of Transparani, the journal of the
Dutch Association of Christian
Historians. Dr. Douglas Carlson
is the author of "The Broken Bonds
of Christian Unity: Slavery,
Abolition, and the Churches in
AntebellumAmerica." Dr. Douglas
Firth Anderson is the author of
"The Frontier, the West, and
Protestantism in the NineteenthCentury U.S." Anderson also
recently had an article about
Pacific, a religious weekly published by the Congregationalists in
San Francisco, printed in Popular
Religious Magazines of the United
States, a book published by
Greenwood Press.

STUDENT PROFILES

Van Farowe Works on His Serve
Dean Van Farowe is the
youngest of six children and the
third in his family to attend NWC.
But that isn't the only reason the
senior religion major from
Hamilton, Mich., chose to come to
Orange City. "I chose Northwestern
because I felt it's a place where I
could belong to another large
family and a nurturing community,
and also because, despite its size,
Northwestern can stillaffordstudents
so many different opportunities."
Dean has taken advantage of
those opportunities. This year,
involved in working at the campus
radio station, writing for the
Beacon, playing on the tennis team
and serving as a resident assistant,
Dean says he is the least busy he's
ever been at NWC. Previously
he's been in A cappella Choir,
International Club and cross
country as well.
"Tennis has been my one staple
activity all four years," says Dean.

"I like it because it's a spring sport,
and I feel really energetic then."
Dean says the conscientious work
ethiche'sbeencultivatingonthe court

Service is more than a tennis term for Dean
Van Parowe. He has been a camp counselor,
a tutor for international students, and an
inner-city day camp leader.

has also helped him in his studies.
As an R.A., Dean feels
enthusiastic about being able to
listen to and try to lessen the
struggles of his peers. "I find I
can't always solve the problem,"
he says, "but just listening and
caring about the student often goes
a long way toward helping him
deal with a problem."
Last summer, Dean raised his
own support to work with children
in a Kingdomworks ministry in
Philadelphia. "The inner-city is
less mysterious to me now," Dean
says. "I found out God is very
present there, too."
Dean is unsure about his future
plans. He wants to stay involved
with ministry and service but is
undecided if that means seminary
or some other alternative for now.
"My main goal is to meet people
and their needs where they're atnow I just need to figure out where
that is."

Foster Finds a World of Opportunities
As a high school senior in Attica,
Ind., Happy Foster knew she
wanted to attend a Christian college
with a good music program. She also
knew she didn'twantto live inIowa.
"When the computer threw out
Northwestern's name, I just
disregarded it. Then I began to
receive phone calls from a
persistent admissions counselor
who signed me up for financial
aid. My package from
Northwestern was better than
from any other school. I see how
God worked to get me to Iowa!"
Today Happy is a senior French
and music major who says she's
glad she came to the Hawkeye
state. She credits band director
Timothy McGarvey for providing
caring advice that saw her through
freshman doubts. As a
sophomore, Happy had the
opportunity to travel to Ukraine
with the Symphonic Band. She

says McGarvey helped her to see
the complexity of God's will one
day. He told band members,
"Think back to when you first
started playing your instrument.
God was already planning for you
to attend Northwestern and travel
to Ukraine to share your faith and
talent with people who are hungry
to hear about Christ."
Even though Happy has warmed
up to Iowa, she hasn't spent all
four years of college in Orange
City. Last year she studied in Paris
at the Sorbonne. She took elasses
in a variety of disciplines, traveled
widely, and volunteered time to
work with local Christian groups.
On top of becoming a globetrotter because of her NWC
education, she has found a world
of opportunities. She plays French
horn not only in band but also in
Brass Quintet and Symphonette.
This future pastor / missionary

coordina tes
worship
teams for
Student
Ministries, has
been a cheerleader, has
participated
in French and
English CIubs,
and was on
Traveling throughout
the tennis
France and much of
team.
Western Europe was
Happy con- one of the highlights
eludes, "At
of studying overseas
Northwestern, for Happy Foster (left).
all the profs
are believers who actively seek to
integrate faith and learning and
model a Christian lifestyle through
caring for their students. When I
walk across campus everyone
speaks. Here at Northwestern, we
have a corner on the Christian
college market."
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5:58 a.m.

It's cold and windy and a winter storm warning is in effect,
with predictions of five to eight inches of snow and nighttime
blizzard conditions following freezing rain. Inside the
Bultman Center for Health, Physical Education and
Intercollegiate Athletics, work-study student Mike Austin
opens up the building and turns on the lights.
Twelve minutes later, Gerry Korver '77, general manager of
purchasing at K-Products, comes in to the weight room. He
works out there three times a week, spending about 45
minutes on the selectorized machines (commonly known by
one of the more popular brand names, Nautilus). "I'm just
trying to stay in shape; I'm not trying to be a world-class
lifter," he says. He notes that a week after he started lifting in
the Bultman Center, he could tell he was feeling better.
Over the next hour and a half, only three other people-all
students-work out in the weight room. "On days like this,
people look out the window and think, 'I'm tired and cold:
and stay in bed a little longer:' says Austin.
8:10 a.m.

It's every mother's dream. Barry Bishop is doing laundry.
A lot of laundry. Using the heavy-duty machines in the
equipment room, Bishop washes uniforms, towels and
practice clothes from last night's men's basketball game,
wrestling meet and women's basketball practice.
It's not a bad job, he says. "I can get a lot of homework
done between loads."
At the busiest time of the year-in November when the fall
and winter sports seasons overlap-students wash as many as
15 loads a day. So far this year, more than 50 gallons of soap
have been used to keep the whites white and the reds red.
10

Wednesday, Jan. 17, 1996

by Duane Beeson

8:30a.m.
Today's assignment for the students in Dr. Kevin Cole's
Weight Training course is to go through the regimens they
developed for their personal fitness programs. "They all
have different goals," Cole explains, "so they're not all doing
the same thing."
A 29-year-old Ph.D. graduate in human bioenergetics from
Ball State University, Cole is in his first year as an assistant
professor of physical education and co-track coach. "For a
college this size," he says, "it's stunning to see such nice
facilities. I'm especially impressed with the locker rooms and
the weight room."

"For a college this size,
it's stunning to see such
nice facilities."

9 a.m.
Athletic Department Secretary Lori Vander Molen and Bill
Boote, sports information director, look over the program
they are developing for tonigh t's women's basketball game
against Dana College. Later in the day, Vander Molen will
answer a lot of calls from people wondering if the game is
still on. Its postponement will give Boote a rare night off
from faxing out contest results and recording a report on the
Raider Sports Hotline.

9:15 a.m.

After introducing anatomical
descriptors like distal and
proximal, Dr. Paul Bartlett decides
to see if the students in his
Kinesiology class are learning the
terms. He has the group stand up,
and they proceed to playa collegelevel version of "Simon Says."
Most of the students must sit down
when they follow instructions to
touch the inferior part of the knee,
without Simon saying it.
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9:35a.m.

A former basketball player, Mark Henderson is no stranger
to locker rooms. Now his work-study job involves mopping
and vacuuming the men's and women's basketball locker
facilities. He is among 13 students who will combine to put in
800 hours in Bultman Center maintenance work this year.
Jim Burmakow, the maintenance staff member who
supervises the work-studies, praises their efforts. "I couldn't
ask for better kids."
As Henderson finishes mopping, he walks past a few copies
of Coach Earl Woudstra's written game plan for the Dana
contest. The booklets exhort the women to get off to a good
start, control the blocks in the post, and play with enthusiasm
and confidence. In big letters at the side is written, "Have fun!"
10:45 a.m,

Some people call it the "Zamboni," in reference to the icesmoothing machines used on hockey rinks. The Advance 3800
floor cleaner Jim Burmakow uses in the hallway doesn't do ice,
but it does scrub tile floors, the wooden arena floor and the
tartan surface in the DeWitt Physical Fitness Center. The
battery-operated machine is used nearly every day in either of
the two buildings.
10:55 a.m.

In the film viewing room, Offensive Coordinator Barry
Brandt talks about more than football with two recruits. "I'm
not going to try to say what you want to hear; I'm going to give
you a feeling for what's here," he tells the guys. Recounting his
own experience as a '69 Northwestern graduate and father of
three NWC alums, Brandt focuses on what he says are the
school's strengths-its people and overall philosophy. "We're
going to surround you with people who will help you on the
trek to becoming the best you can be. That's the best promise I
can make you guys."
In the lobby, Head Volleyball Coach Mike Meyer shows a
prospective student-athlete the 1995 team picture taken at the
national tournament in San Diego. In recruiting, he tells a
reporter, he looks more at the person than at her talent. "I want
players that I personally like and that the kids will like. If
they've made some kind of all-state team, they're pretty
talented anyway. Even if they plateau out at the college level a
little bit, that's fine because they're going to be solid people and
they'll find ways to contribute."

"We're going to surround
you with people who
will help you on the trek
to becoming the best you
can be."

12:45 p.m.

Head Football Coach Orv Otten helps his wife, School Nurse Ev Otten, surf the
Internet for information about eating disorders. She's preparing a resource file for
the upcoming Eating Disorders Awareness Week.
Her morning also included conducting a weight check for a coed suffering from
eating disorders, looking over the file of physical sheets for baseball and softball
players, and seeing a student who sprained her ankle. "I do tons of teaching, that's
what the bulk of my time spent with students is," she explains. "A lot of kids don't
know how to take care of even little needs like colds and flu."
12

2:20 p.m.
"According to this, I should be dead," says a healthylooking male studying his workbook in Dr. Orv Otten's
Concepts of Physical Fitness class. The students, in separate
groups of men and women, are assessing their body
composition through the use of skin-fold tests. This is part of
a semester-long emphasis on wellness assessment, designed
to give them ideas for how they can lead healthy lives.

3 p.m.

Sitting in the comfortable N-Club Room, members of the
Development Office look forward to their new digs in the
attic of Zwemer Hall. As they meet to choose office
furnishings, architect John Leusink describes the latest
drawings of Zwemer's restoration.

4 p.m.

"Wha t are we trying to do here 7" Coach Todd Barry
rhetorically asks his team during practice. When the players
show they know the answer by executing correctly, the coach is
quick to praise, "Good job, good job."
Coming off a win last night at Midland, Barry says he's
especially pleased with the way his team has been playing on the
road. As for the home court advantage in the Bultman Center,
there's still a ways to go. "It's a great place to play in, but it's
going to take some time to get that tradition built up. We miss
the stage (in the Auditorium); the crowd was right on top of the
game. I thought about suggesting to the president that we break
out that east end and put in a stage, but I don't think he'd go for
that," Barry says with a grin.

4:30 p.m.
"5-6-7-8/1&2&3&4 ..." The numbers echo offer the
lobby's roof as members of the dance team work on
a new routine. The 13-member squad performs at every time-out and halftime for home men's
basketball games. "It's worked out well," says Lori Vander Molen, the group's adviser. "They're
a great group of girls."
13

4:45 p.m.

Carrie Pedersen, one of 13 student trainers, gives an
ultrasound treatment to Julie Schuiteman, a junior basketball
player. Yesterday, Julie discovered that she tore her anterior
cruciate ligament. "It's frustrating trying to understand why it's
happening," she says. "It was a shock to me; I went-in to the
specialist yesterday and thought that at the worst it would be a
cartilage tear and I'd be back in a week." Reconstructive surgery
is scheduled for next Thursday.
Head Athletic Trainer Laura Rowedder says the great increase
in space is the biggest advantage of the Bultman Center's
training area. "We can accommodate a lot more athletes at the
same time and the trainers get more hands-on experience."

"It's frustrating
trying to understand
why it's happening."

4:50 p.m.

About 22 students use the weight
room in one of the busiest time
periods of the day. By closing time,
147people will have worked out in
the room.

5 p.m.

Watching a videotape of last night's match, Wrestling Coach
Paul Bartlett gives tips to freshman Kurt Karjalainen. "If you'd
have gone the other way, toward his head instead of his hips, you
would have had him," says the coach.
Karjalainen is one of a large group of freshmen wrestlers
whose decision to enroll at NWC was influenced in part by the
new facilities. "Just the prospect of the building helped us in
recruiting last spring," says Bartlett," and it will continue to be a
great recruiting asset."
Every two minutes, Jill Kuiper yells out "Time," signaling for
the wrestlers to switch partners or positions in drills. "I've loved
wrestling ever since high school," Jill says, explaining why she
serves as the team's manager/statistician.

"If you'd have gone the other way, toward his head instead of

his hips, you would have had him."
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5:20p.m.
Their game postponed due to the heavy ice coating outside,
Coach Earl Woudstra's players settle for a short practice. In his
second year as head coach, Woudstra leads a team that features a
number of talented freshmen. "We've had different people make
different contributions and that's pleasing and sometimes
frustrating. I don't always know who's going to have the best night;
we're lacking that consistency," he says.
Woudstra, an assistant professor of physical education, says
having all the PE faculty offices together for the first time is a big
asset. "I feel like we are more of a department than what we had
been in the pas t."
7:05 p.m.
"I'm from New Jersey-if I was going to hide, I would stand
on the stool," says Dale Thompson, director of the Rowenhorst
Student Center, as he checks the men's restroom for stragglers.
Since tonight's game was postponed, it's time to do the first
lockup of the night. The procedure is usually done by a
student who follows a thorough list of instructions and carries
a two-way radio, providing access to the RSC desk in case
backup help is needed for security purposes.

8:10 p.m.

9:30p.m.
Its activities cut short, the Bultman Center lies silent. Only
time will tell whether the weather will keep tomorrow's
would-be weight lifters in bed. Regardless, another day will be
here soon.

Darrin Kimpson, assistant
weight room supervisor, covers
weight training guidelines and
policies during an orientation
session. More than 800 people
have gone through orientation
and are registered to use the
room's facilities. "More
community people are coming
in," says staff member Mike
Austin. "I've seen people well
into their 50s and quite a few
married couples. There's good
interaction between the
community and college people."

"There's good interaction between
the community and college people."
15
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A 29-Year Run
Allen's direction provides steady force for theatre program
by Deborah Menning
Known affectionately among his
students simply as "Doc," Keith
Allen dresses the part of a theatre
professor. Clad in herringbone
jackets or bulky sweaters, he
rushes to classes with books and
papers piled high under his arm,
cycles to campus on his classic
Schwinn bike, and exudes quiet
confidence at theatre productions.
Like the theatre masks outside his
office, Keith can inspire his
students to serious reflection on
the challenges he places before
them or to wide grins at his dry
wit.
Doc could be cast in the role of
the little boy from The Music Man
who sings about his "home sweet
home," Gary, Ind. Growing up in
Gary, Doc remembers the strong
anti-theatrical prejudice among his
conservative Christian
denomination. "Today," he says,
"when I tell my students I was not

Up ClOSE
KEiT~ AllEN
Family: Wife, Marabel;
children, Kristin Allen
Barbour '82, Kirk '86, Kevin
'86, Eric '88
Nickname genesis: Ph.D. in
theatre history, Florida State
University
All-time favorite NWC production: Man of La Mancha, 1977
Favorite children's play script:
Reynard the Fox, 1984

Favorite actor: Maggie Smith
Best play ever written: Oedipus
Rex

allowed to go to the movies or to
anything related to theatre, they
are amazed. Movies were highly
suspect but were deemed to be not
as 'bad' as theatre."
16

Banners at the Playhouse

represent some of the numerous plays Dr. Keith Allen,
has been involved in at Northwestern.

chairman of the theatre department,

Doc earned a bachelor's degree
in history at Augustana College of
Rock Island, Ill., and headed out
into the world to teach. He spent
nine years at the high school level
and one teaching at a junior
college, picking up a master's
degree in theatre and
interpretation along the way from
the University of Colorado.
Arriving at NWC in 1967, he
joined Dr. Theora England Willcox
in a program that emphasized both
theatre and speech and already
had a vast following for the annual
children's theatre productions.
That year, Northwestern
graduated its first two full-fledged
theatre majors. Doc reflects that it
was quite unusual at that time for
a Christian college like Northwestern to offer a major in theatre.
During his tenure, Doc has seen
an important growth in the quality

of Northwestern plays in terms of
both production elements and
academic integrity. He relates,
"We constantly emphasize that
priority number one has to be our
accountability to Christ and to
view our work under the spotlight
of a Christ-centered program. We
call it 'theatre with a difference.'
We don't do it for ourselves or for
personal glory."
Doc believes a major part of the
growth in the thea tre program can
be attributed to exceptional
support from several
administrations. "Even when we
come under attack (and all artists
do come under attack) and arouse
controversy, we have enjoyed
unstinting support-from
faculty
colleagues, townsfolk, and
administrators. It's interesting to
note that even our critics, those
who may be uncomfortable with a

I
,I

'I
.1

play selection, or with a
production or style choice, still
attend our productions! We find
their continued attendance most
encouraging."
Believing adamantly in the
importance of giving students a
window on the world, Doc says,
"Christian theatre workers can not
preach to the convert only but
must also engage the unconverted,
the hurting, the needy. The theatre
has much to say about the human
condition, about values, ethical,
social and spiritual. Human
activity is the content and context
of the theatre. We have to expose
our theatre students to the inherent
problems of the world, teaching
them how to address those
problems while they are in a
supportive environment. Then,
perhaps they will be prepared to
practice their art from a Christian
perspective."
For Doc, giving students the
opportunity to practice their craft
is key. He sees theatre as 75
percent craft and 25 percent art.
Doc's special niche has become
the annual children's theatre
production. As he views it, these
plays offer a multitude of learning
experiences for everyone involved.
First on the list of learners is the
audience. Doc interprets, "We are
training the children to
differentiate between reality and
pretense, to imagine creatively, to
participate positively in a social
environment. I find great
contentment in seeing the
imagina tions of these young
students springing to life. For
some of them, it will be the only
experience of this kind they will
encounter for years."
Theatre students profit from the
children's plays through exposure
to a vastly different style of acting,
one that stresses broad, physical,
and fast-paced interaction.
Because of immediate response
from the audience, where young
theatregoers are uninhibited
enough to openly share their
responses and comments, student

actors learn to make immediate onstage adjustments. With nine
performances given in four days,
actors grow tremendously in a
very short time, understanding
how audiences differ as well as the
intense concentration needed to
sustain a quality performance.
When Doc takes a prospective
theatre student on a campus tour,
his enthusiasm is catching. Junior
theatre major Tina Carbone from
Bridgeport, Conn., remembers her
campus tour by saying, "Doc was
so excited he even showed me the
hat room and the shoe room at the
costume shop! I saw everything,

Blast

and I could tell Northwestern
theatre was going to be a warm
and welcoming place."
Willingly, Doc will tell you that
his favorite part of working at
Northwestern is the students. He
says, "They are the part of the job
that gives me the most joyworking with them, interacting
with them, watching them grow."
He obviously plans to continue
that enjoyment. When asked
about retirement Doc's response is,
"I'd like to retire when I'm rich
and famous, but having eliminated
those criteria from any probability,
I haven't a good idea."

from the

Past

The Bultman Center for Health, Physical Education and
Intercollegiate Athletics isn't the first Northwestern building to be
named after a sitting president. In 1950,the Board of Trustees
named the new women's residence hall Heemstra Hall in
recognition of Jacob Heemstra's presidential leadership since 1928.
Heemstra, shown laying the building's cornerstone, retired the
following year. The building now houses men.
Northwestern Archivist Nella Kennedy reports receiving a
number of helpful responses regarding the names of individuals
pictured in the last two Blast from the Past photographs. Thanks
for your assistance.
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Telling the

Northwestern Story
by Duane Beeson
It's the first visitation day of spring
semester '96, and the Rowenhorst
Student Center is bustling with
activity. As several groups of
prospective students and their parents
meet with faculty and staff, Ron De
Jong 71, Northwestern's admissions
director, stands in the hallway for
more than 15 minutes answering a
mother's questions about other
colleges her daughter is considering.
"I could ven) easily say that
Northwestern's a lot better school than
Bethel," says Ron, "but I wouldn't be
telling the truth because I don't know.
Bethel might be better than
Northwestern in certain areas and
Northwestern might be better than
Bethel in certain areas, but a lot of
times those certain areas depend upon
what you're looking for. My
suggestion would befor you to visit
Bethel. I think many times it comes
down to what the campus feels like ...in
your heart of hearts, where you really
feel is the best place for you.
"That's my approach to
admissions," he says. "A lot of times
admissions people want to tell you
why you must come, and I like to do
that, too, but I try to resist. My goal
is to give you the best information I
can about Northwestern and then have
you decide whether this is where you
should come."

Ron's approach to admissions
must be effective. Since he became
admissions director in 1977,the
college has grown by more than 64
percent. Last fall's enrollment of
1,198set a school record for the
third year in a row, and it
represented the seventh
18

consecutive year enrollment has
been above 1,000.
While he's pleased with
Northwestern's growth, Ron says
he's most pleased by the growth of

Since Ron De long started in admissions
25 years ago, nearly 7,000 people have
enrolled at Northwestern.

students once they enroll here.
"The thing that I really like is to
see young people come with a lot
of aspirations and abilities, and to
watch them mature over the four
years and grow intellectually and
spiritually. To know that I have a
small part in that gives me a
tremendous amount of
satisfaction."
Ron traces much of his own
growth to his experience at NWC.
"Northwestern has made me who I
am," he says. "First of all, I met
my wife here and she's had a
profound, positive impact on my

life. I also learned a lot
professionally and personally
through the mentoring I received
for 19 years from Rollie Simmelink
(who was Ron's boss for five years
and then worked alongside him as
director of financial aid until
retiring in 1990). And then all the
years of working here have given
me a real love for young people
and a real appreciation of a
Christian liberal arts education."
As a senior biology major in
1971,Ron was intent on becoming
a teacher. It appeared that his
draft number would be picked
upon graduation, so he didn't
apply for jobs. When he found out
in the summer that he wouldn't be
drafted, Ron was hired to fill a late
admissions opening. He joined the
staff thinking he would stay only
one year. "I figured it would give
me the opportunity to get into a lot
of high schools and find out where
the teaching positions were. But I
enjoyed admissions so much that
first year, that I decided to
continue a second year and then a
third, and so it's gone."
Over the years, the admissions
field has changed greatly.
"Admissions programs were
pretty simplistic then; they are
pretty intricate now," Ron asserts.
"Twenty-five years ago you started
working with kids as they moved
into their senior year; now we're
already working with students
who are just beginning their high
school career. We're doing much
more on the computer, and we're
on the verge of a whole new
explosion in admissions through
the Internet and cyberspace."
In addition, the work has
become "fiercely competitive. It's

II

especially competitive for private
colleges now that there aren't as
many high school graduates and
college budgets are based pretty
heavily on student tuition.
Students know they're in a buyer's
market-if they're fairly good
students, they can go pretty much
anywhere they want."
To succeed in that highlypressurized environment, Ron has
developed an extensive, proactive
recruitment program. With seven
other recruiters and a support staff
of three, the Admissions Office is
involved in everything from direct
mail, advertising and telemarketing
to hosting numerous guests on
campus and visiting high schools,
churches and college fairs.

tribute to the overall process at
Northwestern but especially to
Ron De [ong."
The Admissions Office deals
with a lot of numbers-to obtain
an enrollment of 350 freshmen,
50,000 prospective students receive
some contact from NWC, 1,200
apply for admission and 750 visit
the campus. Yet Ron tries to keep
the focus on the people, rather
than the numbers, according to
Mark Bloemendaal '81, associate
director of admissions. "He's very
conscientious about reminding us
that every student we contact is an
individual who could impact the
life of Northwestern and who
could have his or her own life
impacted by Northwestern, to
really value each person for whom
they are and their potential."

"You might come to a situation
where you say, 'Northwestern's a nice
place but I just know that Bethel's
right for me.' In all honesty, we'd be
disappointed," Ron says to the visiting
student from Illinois. "But if you feel
like you've made a good decision for
yourself then you have tofollow that
lead. "

ALUMNI-What's

Admissions Director Ron De long says
his favorite part of the job is getting to
know numerous young people and
their parents.

President James Bultman says
he continually receives comments
about Northwestern's thorough
and personal recruiting process.
"Frequently parents will say
something like, 'My daughter
applied to four colleges.
Northwestern's recruiting was far
superior to the others.' This is a

Up ClOSE
RON DE JONG
Family: Wife, Bonnie (Mouw 70),
first grade teacher, Orange City
Elementary School; children,
Daron '97 and Annalisa '98.
Hobbies: Hunting and fishing
with his son and father,
singing, cheering on Daron at
cross country and track meets
and following Annalisa's
involvement in music and
theatre activities.
Church/Community
Involvement: Elder, choir
member and teacher for the
Bethel Bible Series' teacher
training phase at First
Reformed Church, Orange
City; Tulip Festival town crier
and Night Show participant.
Favorite Day of the Week:
Monday. ("We get two days'
worth of mail on Mondays, and
I'm just like a little kid in the
toy store. In admissions work,
we live and die by the mail.")
Ten Years Ago: "I never got a
question from prospective
students or their parents about
campus safety. It's a question
that comes up fairly regularly
now, which is a sad commentary on society today."

New With You?

Let us know so we can tell your friends and classmates.Send to: Officeof
InformationServices,NorthwesternCollege,101 7th St. SW,Orange City,IA
51041.0r e-mailit to beeson@nwciowa.edu;fax number is 712-737-7117.
Deadlinefor the Summer Northwestern News isApril29.
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Filndilng the
Riglht
ClhelmistliY
Dr. Mike De Krey balances his career as a chemical analyst for
Conoeo with youth work. Here, he conducts the "Genie in a Bottle"
experiment in a grade school presentation.

Dr. Mike De Krey '80 thinks
some of the highest praise he has
ever had came from a grade
school girl who sent him a thank
you note. She finished the note
by writing, "I think I want to be
whatever it is you are when I
grow up." Mike chuckles, "I
think she couldn't spell
J

scientist.'"

After graduating from NWC
with a chemistry major, Mike
served as a teaching assistant and
earned a PhD. from Purdue
University. When he was ready
to hit the job market, the folks
from Du Pont had already
interviewed on campus, but
Conoco representatives were
coming around. The irony is tha t
Mike took a job with Conoco in
1985 and still works at a Conoco
facility, but the money for his
paycheck comes from Ou Pont.
Du Pont is Conocos parent
company, and the work Mike
does is primarily on Ou Pont
products.
As an analytical chemist,
Mike's work in Ponca City, Okla.,
casts him in the role of
investigator. Materials coming
into his lab typically arrive in
pairs: one good and one bad.
His task is to find the difference
between the two.
Mike explains that his research
20

falls into three categories. The
first of these includes products his
company makes that are
essentially good but have gone
bad somewhere in the production
process. He illustrates, "As an
example, if we were making
plastic milk cartons perhaps the
carton would develop holes as it
is blown up. I look to see what is
causing those holes. Maybe I will
find oil that doesn't belong in the
compound. When we trace it
down, we discover a leak
somewere or that a pump is not
working correctly."
His second line of investigation
comes when a customer claims
the company's product is bad, but
they know it left the plant good.
To safeguard against such
allega tions, the company retains
samples of everything that is sent
out. Recently a customer came
forward with antifreeze that had
a bad odor. Mike's investigation
proved that the smell came from
material shipped in a tank car just
prior to the antifreeze, making the
railroad liable for the spoiled
product.
In a day of heavy competition,
Mike's third avenue of
investigation might be called
"sleuthing." Suddenly, demand
for his company's product drops
off in favor of a competitor's.

by Deborah Menning

Mike breaks down both products
to see what the competitor is
putting in or leaving out that
makes their product more
attractive to the consumer. He
laughs when he sees TV
commercials promoting gasoline
additives touted to make a
cleaner engine or to give a car
more power. He says, "Ah, job
security for analytical chemists!"
For Mike, the bottom line on
his job is that every week his
work is different. Indicating the
vast array of products that come
through his lab, he points to the
name recognition of such Ou
Pont trademarks as Corian"
(countertops), Teflon", Dacron",
and Kevlar" (bulletproof
clothing) and the lesser known
fact that Ou Pont is the world's
second largest supplier of x-ray
film to hospitals.
Although Mike likes his job, he
says, "All of this is of lesser
importance in my life. What I
find myself spending time on is
kids." Mike and his wife, Linda
(Wynia x'81), have two sons,
Matt (11) and Seth (8). Mike has
enjoyed coaching and refereeing
their soccer league games and
working as their Cub Scout den
leader and Boy Scout troop
master.
He loves the interaction with

his sons that these activities
provide, but he also derives great
enjoyment from working with
other children in the community.
He actively promotes science
education, doing presentations
alone and through his job as
coordinator of "Fun with Science,"
sponsored by Conoco Inc. He and
his group provide hour-long
chemistry shows to grade schools
to overcome the image many
students have that science is
difficult or boring.
Mike's voice takes on a new
timbre as he talks about these
shows. "It's flashy and 'gee-whiz'
types of demonstrations that
surprise and entertain the kids.
Our emphasis is that this is
science, not magic, that this is the
way the world really works. We
always manage to squeeze in a
little learning without the kids
noticing."
Mike has traveled as far as
Kansas City to give a show for the
National Science Teachers
Association conference. It was
after one of the shows that Mike
received the compliment from the
little girl. He has become a
popular and recognized figure
around Ponca City as children
wave to him from bikes or come
up to say "hi" at the grocery store.
Mike's enthusiasm for students
and education as well as his spirit
of competition have directly
benefited NWC. When a visiting
professor came to Purdue from one
of Northwestern's sister Reformed
Church colleges, Mike learned that
alumni contributions had led that
institution to a very strong
chemistry program. Thankful for
the solid liberal arts education they
received at NWC and spurred by
"a competitive chord," Mike and
Linda decided to endow a science
scholarship at Northwestern that
could be used to recruit top science
students. They also gave money to
fund instrumentation for
chemistry labs.
Mike credits Northwestern for
helping him along his life path.

Initially he didn't intend to go to
college. Visiting NWC with a
friend, he was so impressed that he
changed his mind. He asserts,
"I'm convinced that if I had gone
to a state school, I would never
have finished college at all. Dr.
Peter Hansen was insistent that I
make it into 'Who's Who.' Because
of that, I got solicitations from
graduate schools all over the
country. At Purdue, I was given
an additional $1,000per year grant
because of the experience I had
had as a work study assistant to
Dr. Henry Veldhuis in physics.
Today, I can carryon
conversations outside the field of
science because I had that liberal
arts foundation. I'm very proud to
have that Bachelor of Arts degree
ra ther than a bachelor's of science.
It has really prepared me for life,
for living, not just working in a
job."

Mike De Krey prepares to analyze a
sample using liquid chromatography/
mass spectrometry.

Have You Remembered
NWC in Your Will?
Endowment is the gift of infinite-and

lasting-possibility.

A gift from your estate can help make a Northwestern College education
possible for deserving students. To find out more about including
Northwestern in your will, contact Cornie Wassink, Director of Planned
Giving, NWC, 101 7th St. SW, Orange City, IA 51041, (712) 737-7106.
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ack Shields kneels a lot. He also
walks around his fifth grade
classroom a lot. He rarely sits at
the desk in the back, and his chair
in front is used as an "in" basket
for completed papers.
But it's the kneeling beside a
student's desk, helping him or her
work through a problem, that best
exemplifies his teaching style. The
powerfully built former
Northwestern football player
thinks nothing of getting down to
the level of his students.
Teaching? "I try to look at it as
being a servant of God," he tells
about 15 students in Dr. Ron
[uffer's Philosophy of Education
class, where he was a panelist one
evening this fall. "I can't talk

PROFILE

First Class
Teacher

Alumnus receives national recognition for his
outstanding first-year efforts in the classroom
by Michele Linck
an autistic student the rest of that
school year, he landed his own
full-time teaching assignment for
the 1994-95academic year: a
fourth grade class at
Harris-Lake Park
Elementary School.
And he was an
outstanding first-year
teacher. Lots of people
noticed. Jack was
chosen to receive
Iowa's First Class
Teacher Award, given
annually to just one
first-year teacher in
each state by the Sallie
Mae Student Loan
Marketing Association,
based in Washington,
D.C.

The award included
a four-day, expensepaid trip to the nation's
capital with the other
selected teachers, and a
$1,500cash award.
A fifth grade teacher in Harris, Iowa, Jack Shields
Jack's wife, Sue
credits a tutoring experience he had on a Northwestern
spring service project for helping him decide to become (Reynen '93), went
along. She is in her
an educator.
third year as a sixth
grade teacher at Sheldon Christian
about God," he acknowledges of
his public school setting, "but I can School. They both wanted to bring
be like him. God would be a
back knowledge and experiences
servant to them."
to share with their students.
Jack was graduated from
Seeing so many sites where history
Northwestern with an elementary
was made was wonderful, but
education degree in January 1994,
exchanging ideas with the other
after switching among "about six
teachers was the best part, Jack
different majors." After substitute
says in a quick phone call a few
teaching and serving as an aide to
days after his return.
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The couple lives in Sheldon, but
Jack doesn't mind the 35-mile
commute to teach his class. "It's
like getting paid a million dollars
every day, the love they show you
- and you can love them back."

"I can't talk about God,
but I can be like him.
God would be a
servant to them."
That's the "peak" of teaching, he
tells Dr. [uffer's class. "The valley
is when you can help, but you
can't meet their need because
you're not their parent; that's
tough," he says.
One secret to Jack's success is
that he keeps things interesting.
His fourth grade class had
electronic mail "keypals" in New
Zealand, Madagascar and South
Africa, learning what life is like for
kids their age in other cultures.
In another project, they
competed by teams in a makebelieve Race Across America,
visiting and reporting on 15 stops
along the way, and keeping a daily
travel log. The interdisciplinary
exercise included elements of
math, history, geography, and
English.
This year, Jack has been moved
to the fifth grade at Harris, where
he has a homeroom of 17 students.

"I give them positive
attention so they won't
do negative behavior
to get it."

means, "I'm finished." A
straightened hand means a
question. And, any student can
say, "Pass," when asked a question
they can't answer. After someone
else answers it correctly, they must
repeat the right answer. "It brings
them back in a safe way," he
explains.
Jack says he was 19and a
student at Northwestern when he
made a commitment to Christ, his
servant role model. But, he also

credits Larry Korver, his NWC
football coach, now retired, for
imparting other guiding principles
of life: "Hard work, doing your
best and caring, come from Larry
Korver. He showed me the impact
one person can have on the lives of
many by what he does."
Judging from Jack's enthusiasm
and that of his students, there's no
doubt he is returning the
inspiration, kneeling beside one
student's desk at a time.

Searches are under way for:
International

As Iowa's First Class Teacher Award
recipient, Jack Shields received a cash
award and a trip to Washington, D.C.

•

He team-teaches, handling the
language arts, science, spelling and
reading. In season, he coaches the
Harris-Lake Park High School
baseball team.
Jack's classroom is bright and
airy, perched on the third floor of
an old, classically styled brick
school building. Jack rarely
experiences a discipline problem,
he says. "I give them positive
attention so they won't do negative
behavior to get it. It's a good
deterrent."
He borrows a quote from
somebody-he can't remember
whom-to explain his approach .
"Kids don't care what you know
until they know you care."
To this end, Jack takes time at
recess to play ball or play catch
and talk one-on-one with each
student, getting to know them.
"That's what they want. They
want to get to know you, too."
And Jack's class knows the
"code." A hand raised in a fist

Student Advisor/ESL Teacher

Responsibilities include coordinating campus programs for
international students, assisting in recruiting international
students, and teaching English as a Second Language.
Qualifications include master's degree, experience with
international students, and commitment to evangelical/
reformed faith. Contact Dr. Robert Zwier, Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

Director of Ramaker Library
Responsibilities include coordinating all facets of library
operations, budgeting, and staff supervision. Qualifications
include M.A. in library science, master's degree or doctorate in
second field, five years of library experience, and COmmitment
to evangelical/reformed faith. Contact Dr. Robert Zwier, Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

Men's and Women's Resident Directors
(Anticipated Openings)
NWC seeks candidates interested in working with a residence
life team committed to the profession and ministry of student
development. Minimum qualifications include a bachelor's
degree with significant experience in student development
although a master's in student personnel or related field is
preferred. Contact Dave Nonnemacher, Director of Residence
Life.
Northwestern
College
101 7th 51. 5W
Orange City, IA 51041
(712) 737-7000
Northwestern

College complies with government regulations concerning non-discrimination
in employment. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
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WHY I TEACH

ERIC ELDER
Associate Professor of
Business/Economics
Teaching for me is a vocation,
something that I have been called
to by God. As a teacher, I hope
that I am using the talents that God
has given me to prepare students
to participate in a difficult and
challenging world.
I cannot say the same thing
about my previous jobs. I became
a believer about the time I
completed my undergraduate
work and started a career as an
accountant. After growing in my
faith for a time, I realized that I
had chosen accounting as a career
for worldly and materialistic
reasons. I found that accounting
did not provide me with the
satisfaction that I wanted. It did,
indeed, provide me with the
income and prestige that I had
wanted prior to my conversion,
but these did not bring me
satisfaction. I was forced to think

again about what I wanted in a
career.
Thanks in part to Francis
Scheaffer, I became very concerned
with the education that was being
provided in our country and with
the world view that students were
leaving our school system with. I
decided to look for a new career in
education. I first tried elementary
teaching. Though I did enjoy
working with elementary age
children, I wanted to interact with
students at a higher academic level
and so chose to teach at the college
level.
I entered the teaching profession
because of a concern for the world
view of students. I have continued
to teach because of the same
concern but also because of the joy
of teaching. There are very few
things more exciting to me than
students who are interested in
learning. The more interested
students are in learning, the more
enjoyable teaching is for me. It is
also a joy to be able to encourage

CATHERINE
MAXWELL
Assistant Professor of Social Work
I teach to touch the future. I
teach at Northwestern College
because I believe the future lies
with Christian young people
committed to service. I teach social
work because I believe Christ's
exhortation recorded in Matthew
25:35-40is my mission.
Over the last 35 years, my
passion for social work took me to
many different places. Work in
medical, psychiatric, geriatric and
school settings provided many
different challenges and
opportunities. The Veteran's
Administration and private
practice broadened my experience,
while instructing graduate social
work practicum students at Loyola
and the University of Denver
sharpened my thinking on the
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Catherine Maxwell

students to critique economics
from a Christian perspective. I am
glad to be teaching at
Northwestern College where this
Christian perspective is not only
allowed but encouraged.
A native afWenatchee, Wash., Elder
earned a Ph.D. in agricultural economics at
Washington State University. He joined the
NWC faculty in 1985 and received the college's
Sears-Roebuck Foundation Teaching
Excellence and Campus Leadership Award
in 1990.

Dr. Eric Elder
disillusionment it appeared that I
retained the excitement and
passion for the field of social work.
Now in the twilight of my
career, the issues of generativity
intrigue me. How can we pass on
to the next generation what we
learned? Secular schools do not
speak to the issue of the
integration of faith, learning and
practice. Social work is just now
beginning to talk about the concept
of spirituality and its meaning to
the individual. To be able and,
indeed, encouraged to address
these issues at Northwestern is a
true blessing as are the students
who choose to major in this
challenging field of social work.

prevailing issues. Throughout this
time the challenge of integrating
my faith and my practice
continued to be a major life focus.
A licensed clinical social worker, Maxwell
In time it became apparent to me
joined Northwestern's faCIlity in 1993 after
that my faith sustained me as I
serving the previous 19 years as a social worker
coped with the social problems
for Colorado's Jefferson COllnty schoolsyslem.
inherent in my life work. While my She is a Wheaton College graduate who earned
colleagues complained of stress,
a Master of Social Administration degree from
burnout, and general
Case Western Reserve University.

SPORTS

Winter Season Brings Moderate Results
The winter sports season was a mixed
bag. There were flashes of future potential
but overall results were moderate. Among

freshman,

Koch, 158, freshman, Rochester, Minn.;
Denny On, 158, a junior from Canfield, Ohio;
Kevin Vander Linden, heavyweight, a
sophomore from Carlisle;and three wrestlers

the bright spots were the performances of a
number of young athletes.
Men's Basketball
The Northwestern
men lost their season
opener and hovered around the .500 mark

at 190: Scott Van Der Brink, a Rock Valley
senior, Bob Leekley, a junior from Kingsley,
and Curt Van Hill, an Alvord sophomore.
Van Der Brink also wrestled at 177.
Karjalainen was named the outstanding
wrestler at the Dana Invitational, defeating
the top-rated wrestler in the nation.
Orr, the Raiders' only nationally ranked
wrestler, saw only limited action due to
injuries. He went into the season fourth
ranked.
Three more freshmen-Sam
Gibson of
Stuart, Gary Eggleston from Laramie,
Wyo., and Eli Paulsrud of Danburyshowed future potential.

all season. The Raiders were 14-12 overaJi
and 6-5 in the Nebraska-Iowa
Conference in mid-February.

Athletic

Along the way Coach Todd Barry's
team had some very big wins including a
107-90 victory over the University of Sioux
Falls and a four-game win streak in early
January which included the title game of

the Taco John's Tournament (101-89 over
Peru State), a win at Hastings

and another

over Doane. Even some of the losses were
memorable, including an overtime loss at
nationally fourth ranked Concordia, 94~91.
Senior center Brandt Carlson, Aurelia,
was the team's scoring leader with 20
points a game. He was MVP of the Taco
John's tourney and was named to two
other all-tournament
squads. The
rebounding leader, with six per contest,
was Jon Oostta, a junior from Sioux
Center. Orange City sophomore guard
Cam Olson came on strong for the Raiders
in the second semester, earning NebraskaIowa Athletic Conference Player of the
Week honors for his performance in the
last week of January. Jason Anderson, a
senior from Cherokee, suffered a knee
injury shortly after joining the Raiders'
1,000 point club.
Women's Basketball
After an opening season loss to
nationally rated Sterling College, the
Raider women won five straight games.
Coach Earl Woudstra's team called on
freshmen to carry a heavy load. As many
as three freshmen were in the starting
lineup for most of the season. The talent
and inexperience resulted in streaky
performances.
Besides the five-win streak,
there were two four-game losing streaks.
NWC stood at 10-14, with two
conference wins, in mid-February.
Among the young players who had big
roles for the team are freshmen Faith
Ketelsen, Maquoketa; Kristy Norman,
Newton; and Jill Berkenpas, Sioux City.
Ketelsen was the lone double-digit scorer,
averaging 13 per game. Sheldon
sisters jill Zylstra, senior, and [en Taylor,
junior, provided the inside threat for the Raiders.
Wrestling
The wrestling

Oak Harbor, Wash.; Matt Vander

Velde, 150, junior, Rock Valley; Jeremy

Freshman Jeremy Koch registered a win
over his Westmar opponent in the first
intercollegiate
wrestling meet in the
Bultman Center.
In spite of that, the Raiders qualified
eight for the NAIA nationals. The
qualifiers include Kurt Karjalainen, 134,

Indoor Track
In a training mode through their first
five meets, the Raiders produced three
early NAIA national qualifiers. Bryant
Engelmann, a junior from Storm Lake,
Terry Dykstra, a Sioux Center sophomore,
and Amy Nielsen, a freshman from
Plattsmouth, Neb., all qualified for
nationals in the 600-yard dash. More
qualifiers were expected before the
national meet the first weekend in March.

Raiders Receive National Honors
Six Raider athletes earned national
honors for their performance in fall sports.
Seniors Lance Baatz of Rock Rapids. Chip
[cecken, Waverly, and Greg Terpstra of
Lynden, Wash., earned NAIA All-American
honors in football for the second consecutive year. Baatz, a second teamer last year,
was named to the first team as a slot back
for '95. [oecken, an offensive lineman who
earned first team honors in '94, was selected
to the second team this fall. Terpstra, a
defensive back, repeated as a first teamer.
Twa members of the 40-8 volleyball
team were named second team NATA AllAmericans. Setter Melanie Mason, a
Pocahontas senior who made the third
team last year, was joined by junior
outside hi tter Tish Bergeson of Alden.

Two falJ athletes received NAlA ScholarAthlete recognition for excellence in the
classroom and in athletics. Recognized
were Baatz in football and Marion Haverdink,
a junior cross country runner from Ankeny.
Baatz also was chosen for the GTE/C05IDA
Academic All-American second team.

Marlon Haverdink

Lance Baatz

team is another group

that had to rely heavily on youth.
The squad often had five freshmen in
the lineup and didn't have a 118-lb.
wrestler in any meet. Injuries kept the
Raiders from ever fielding their best lineup.

Tish Bergeson

Melanie

Mason

Chip joecken
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NEWS

Alumni Corner

by Jay Wielenga '82
Director of Alumni Relations

Darrel Rensink, director of the Iowa
Department
of Transportation,
has been
elected vice president of the American
Association of State Highway and
Transportation
Officials.

If you take a trip
to campus these days,
you may hear words
uttered like "Web
site" and "Internet."
Could this be a Prof
Muilenburg
lab
experiment gone
awry? Fortunately,
these terms reflect the
information superJay Wielenga
highway'S arrival to
Northwestern's
campus.
If you have access to a computer at
home, work, school or your local library,
you may be familiar with the Internet.
This system brings information
from
computers around the world to your
desktop. Due to the efforts of our
extremely capable computer center staff,
Northwestern
College now has a page on
this system. Any prospective student,
alunmi or friend of Northwestern
College

can call up our screen to read about NWC.
We now have information
about alumni
events, admissions, sports updates, a campus
calendar of events, and Northwestern
press releases. This system gives us another
medium to communicate
with alumni and
friends throughout the world. If you do have
the opportunity,
I encourage you to search
the net at http://www.nwciowa.eduf
for
Northwestern
info.
Also, our office is receiving more e-mail
correspondence.
Iwould like to print an email directory of all our alumni in a future
edition of the Classic. If you have an e-mail
address and would like to be included in a
directory, please note it on the response
form on page 19 and return it to the Office
of lnforma tion Services. You also can send
me an e-mail message at: jayw@nwciowa.edu.
If you do not, will not or could not use
a computer, the Alumni Office is
extremely anxious to receive your updates
through the mail. Keep in touch.

The Rev. John Kempers '17 died Nov.
27 in Holland, Mich. He was a graduate of
Hope College and Princeton Theological
Seminary. He and his wife, Mabel, were
missionaries
in Chiapas, Mexico, for 44
years. He is survived by his wife.
Bertha (Van Stryland '21) Heemeyer
died May 25 in Castlewood,
S.D. She
taught school in Sheldon and Hull until
her marriage in 1929. She was a member
of the Bemis Christian Reformed Church
of rural Clear Lake, S.D.
The Rev. Henry Franken '24 died Dec.
6 in Pella. A native of Sioux Center, he
was a graduate of Central College and
Western Theological Seminary. He served
Reformed churches in Eddyville, Iowa;
Fairview and Aurora Center, S.D.; Denver,
Colo.; and Winnipeg and Abbotsford,
Canada.
During World War II he was a
chaplain in the US. Army stationed in the
Philippines.
After his retirement, he
managed Kirkside Retirement Center in
Roxbury, N.Y., from 1964-66. Hewas
active in civic organizations
in Pella and
was minister of calling at Second
Reformed Church. He is survived by his
wife, Harriet, and four adult children.
Adelphos Te Paske '36 died Dec. 11 in
Sioux Falls. He was a graduate of Hope
College and held a master's degree in
political science from the University of
Iowa. He taught school at the American
College in Athens, Greece, until joining the
Army during World War II. He served as
a consulate for the US. State Department
in Germany and Mexico for 10 years.
Returning to his native Sioux Center in
1954, he was executive vice president of
the First National Bank until his retirement
in 1979 and also owned and operated the

Travel Center. He was a member of
Central Reformed Church and the
American Legion. He is survived by his
wife, Vette (Ramaker '40); a daughter,
Juliana Garrett x'68; a son; and his sister,
Amy Broad '26.
Gertrude (De Blauw '41) Muyskens
died Nov. 11 iii Spring Lake, Mich. She
was a social worker with Ottawa County
Community
Mental Health and a member
of the Ferrysburg Christian Reformed
Church. She is survived by her husband,
Henry; four adult children; and five
sisters, including Elinor Noteboom '49,
'73; Mary Ver Hage '51; and Laura
Vermeer '61.
Muriel (Muilenburg
'44) Huff died
Nov. 17 in Tehachapi,Calif.
Aftergraduating
from Northwestern
Academy, she earned
a degree from Morningside
College and
did graduate studies at the University of
Colorado. She was an elementary schoolteacher in the Tehachapi Public School
System for about 30 years. She is survived
by her husband, David; two daughters;
one son; and a sister, Nelly Straks '38.
The Rev. Paul VanderWoude
'SO died
Nov. 1 in Rochester, Minn. Hewas a
graduate of Hope College and Western
Theological Seminary. He was the pastor
of Reformed churches in Lynden, Wash.;
Vancouver, B.C.; Springfield, S.D.; Hull;
and Hollandale, Mich. He was involved
with church planning and development,
served as president of the Synod of the
West, was the first president of the Synod
of the Heartland, and served on the
General Program CounciL Survivors
include his wife, Carolyn; and four
children, Jon, C<athleen Sweet4n.d x'79,
Joel, and Peter x'84.

Ruben and Helen (Knowles '33)
Thomassen live an active retirement in San
Diego and are at home to both old and new
friends.

'52
Gladys Korver retired last June from
teaching remedial math in Pipestone, Minn.

'54
Minerva (De Beer) Van Peursem has
retired after 10 years as literacy coordinator
at Northwest Iowa Community
College in
Sheldon.

'58

Deaths
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Lolita (Vander Vliet '66) Smith died
Nov. 3 in Luverne, Minn., after a long
battle with cancer. She taught grade
school in Hartley and Rock Rapids and
Chapter 1 reading and English as a Second
Language in the Magnolia, Minn., school
system. In 1988, she earned a master's
degree from Sioux Falls College. She
continued to teach until 1994 when failing
health required her to take a medical
leave. A member of First Reformed
Church of Rock Rapids, she served as
RCW president for West Sioux Classis, as
an RCYF leader, and as a Sunday and
Bible school teacher. She was a 4-H and
Girl Scout leader and helped initiate the
Christian Women's Club of Rock Rapids.
She is survived by her husband, Dan '67;
one daughter, Dana '93 (admissions
counselor); one son, Daniel '98; and four
siblings including Sherri Koerselman
'82.
Mike Eekhoff '95 died Oct. 19 in
Sheldon. A graduate of Dordt College, he
received his master's degree in elementary
education from Northwestern.
He taught
at the Sheldon Christian Grade School for
18 years. He was active in Sheldon's
youth soccer program and played the tuba
in the Hallelu Yah Brass. He is survived
by his wife, Kristen, and two sons.
Harriet Mulder, a Northwestern
business office employee from
approximately
1962-75, died Dec. 13 in
Orange City. She taught rural school, was
active in several women's organizations,
and was executive secretary and homeservice director to military families for
Sioux County American Red Cross for 37
years. She is survived by two adult
children including Dr. Dave Mulder,
assistant professor of business/economics.

•

'66
Clarence
intervention

Krygsheld is a behavior
specialist for the public school

district in Kankakee, Ill.
Christina McGrinson received an a11expense-paid

trip to an anti-drug

conference in Washington, D.C., from
Prevention Works, a substance abuse
prevention organization in Kalamazoo,
Mich. She was awarded the trip based on
work she had done with her fifth grade

class at Woods Lake Elementary School.
Bothered by a billboard ad for alcohol
outside the classroom window, Christina's
students wrote letters of protest to a local
paper. As a result the ad was
immediately removed, and Christina went

to the Washington conference where she
was singled out for praise by keynote

speaker Donna Shalala, secretary of health
and human services. Christina met
privately with Shalala after the speech.

'67
Faye (Ten Pas) Wetherbe provides
management consulting services
associated with a software tool developed
by the Wetherbe Group for improving
communication and productivity in the
workplace. She lives in Houston.

'68
Dr. Beverly (Gaalswyk '68) De Vries is
an assistant professor in the College of
Education at Southern Nazarene
University in Bethany, Okla. Her husband,
Merlyn, is chief financial officer at FiTech
International Corp. in Oklahoma City.

'69
Joyce (Talsma) Lukkes is preparing to
go as a missionary to Russia this summer.
She has made a three-year commitment
with the Evangelical Free Church Mission.
She will work in Moscow.

'70
Dr. Bob Boerigter is the director of
physica led ucation and athletics at Hastings
College in Hastings, Neb. He and his wife,
Mary, have two sons, Marc (17)and John (14).
Grace (Meerdink) Boote lives in Hull,
where she teaches Bible School, catechism
and Sunday School. She and her husband,
Herman, have three children.
Arlin Brenneman is the head of the
shipping and customer service
departments at Diamond Vogel Paints in
Orange City. He and his wife, Glenda
(Jongerius '68), have three children, Clark
(19), Patrick (17) and Elizabeth (14).
Bonnie (Mouw) De Jong teaches first
grade at Orange City Elementary School.
Her husband, Ron '71, is the admissions
director at Northwestern. The De Jongs

De Koster Wins Le Mars Recognition
by John Buntsma
When the Le Mars, Iowa, United WayEnhancement Foundation looked for a
suitable candidate for its first-ever citizen
recognition award, one name rose above
the rest.
When Tom De Koster's name was
mentioned, there was no dissent from the
nominating committee. De Koster, a 1960
graduate of Northwestern Academy, 1962
graduate of NWJC and 1964 graduate of
Northwestern
College, has been
active in school,
community and

involved in a wildlife adoption program
in conjunction with other conservation
groups. De Koster developed and

implemented a fifth grade program for
career awareness, and he is district
coordinator for science equipment at all
four elementary schools.
De Koster is coordinator of the
environmental paper drive project at
Kluckhohn. The Le Mars paper drive
has drawn statewide attention for its
community involvement, collecting
more than 200 tons in its first two years.
Paper drive funds have paid for equipment in schools around the district.
In the summer De Koster works with
ch,¥~~
the Iowa Conservation Corps, a group
O'Toole
't7:
~~
that has 18 youths from around the
Humanitarian
It'
county working for a two-month period.
In his church he sings in the choir,
Award will be made
teaches Sunday school and is active in a
annually to
'" ~
"
"ordinary people
Ft·
number of other ways.
who make an
Tom De K'-o-s-te-r-'
"He is an individual dedicated to
extraordinary
going far beyond simply doing his job,"
contribution" to their community.
Schmitt said in presenting the award.
"We found such a person this year,"
"He is a person who, upon seeing a
local United Way chairman Tom Schmitt
problem or need arise, works to make a
said in announcing the selection of De
difference. "
Koster, a science teacher at Kluckhohn
"I'm a teacher because I like working
Elementary School.
with kids," De Koster admits. "I think
In his first year of teaching, 28 years
the time to reach people is When they
ago, he joined in directing students to
are children."
plant trees. That has become an annual
De Koster gives much credit to his
event which provides food and shelter for wife, Joyce, in helping him serve others.
wildlife. The plantings include
It often takes hard work and a little
establishment of an outdoor classroom
more. "I spend a lot of time with my
with prairie and woods settings on his
wife in prayer. We are looking for the
school's grounds.
Lord's direction. 1feel I've seen many
He has also worked to develop a sky
fruits of our labors. God's hand has
lab at his school and has children
been leading us."

b~ttts.

~fI~
,~t

lit·

~Ji:p

have two children, Daron and Annalisa,
both students at NWC.
Kent and Judy (Van Steenwyk) Eknes
live in Rock Valley, where Kent is a
counselor, teacher and coach at Rock
Valley High School, and Judy teaches
fourth grade. Kent also serves as Rock
Valley's mayor and as president of the
Hope Haven Board of Trustees. They have
two children, Kirk and Trisha, both
students at the Ll.S.Air Force Academy.
Howard Gaass, a computer specialist
for Pinkerton Security and Investigations,
lives in Sherman Oaks, Calif. He is also a
pilot and coordinator of a local flying club.
During his spare time, he works as an
extra in the entertainment industry and
has worked on the movies Last Action Hero
and In the Line of Fire.
Jay and Gloria (De Jager) Jackson live
in Zion, Ill., where Jay is a professional
photographer and Gloria teaches third
grade at Westlake Christian Academy.
They have three children, Jason (17),
JoAnna (15) and Jon (13).
Joe PetriIl teaches physical education
and coaches wrestling at the Somerville,

N.J., Public School. He has two sons,
Jordan (13) and Blake (8).
Ardith Van De Berg has been a teacher
in the Sioux Center school district since
graduation, except for two years of RCA
missionary work in Mexico and Kenya.
Ivan Wiersema is vice president at
Cherokee State Bank in Cherokee, Iowa.
He is married to Darlene (Jurgens '69) and
has three children, Jeremy '95, Jennifer '97
and [aylene.

'71
Michael Haug has been named executive
director of the South Dakota Humanities
Council. Over the past 19 years he has
served as the council's program associate,
assistant director and associate director.

'73
The Rev. Phil Somsen is pastor at Calvary Reformed Church in Monroe, S.D., and
also is working on his doctorate in ministry
at Covenant Seminary in St. Louis. He and
his wife, Evy (Van Bruggen '74), have
three daughters, Alissa, Leah and Coby.
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'74

Births

The Rev. Keith Geense

is the pastor of

the Servants of Christ Church in Federal
Way, Wash. He also is a pastoral care
specialist with a pastoral consultation
group in Seattle, having done two years of
study at the Blanton-Peale Institute in New
York City. His wife, Beth (Siderius '73), is
a psychotherapist
with Lutheran Social

Services of Washington.
three sons, Matthew
and Andrew (8).

The Geenses have

(17), jonathan

(14)

'75
Mitch Bengard owns and operates his
own business, The Home Improvers.
He
and his wife, Barb, live in Orange City and
have four children, Mandy (18), Marnie
(17), Blake (14) and Brandon (11).
Stephanie (Durband) Doeschot
received her M.Div. degree in 1993 from

Western Theological Seminary. She and
her husband, Phil, have been planting a
new RCA church in the St. Louis area.
They have three sons, Andrew (12),
Stephen (10) and Timothy (6).

'76
Iris Post has been appointed by Gov.
Terry Branstad as Iowa's industrial
commissioner.
She is a partner in the Des
Moines law firm of Grefe & Sidney.
Lois (Buseman) Selby teaches piano in
her home and in two Des Moines-area
schools. Her husband, Jerry, works for the
Nature Conservancy
state office.

'77
Wendell Kampman
received a master's
degree in educational
technology from
Mankato State University.
He teaches high
school math in Forest City where he lives
with his wife, Sharon, and children Ben
Aeikens (18), Anita Aeikens (17), Robert
(13) and Krista (7).

'78
Beverly (Bouwman)
Rosenboom
recently received her master's degree in
secondary school administration.
She lives
in Sturgis, S.D.
Rhonda (Jones) Vobr works in the
elementary library of the HowardWinneshiek Schools in Cresco. She has
two children, Michelle (12) and Brian (9).

'81
Mary Van Rheenen and her husband,
Keith Holmes, recently returned from a
two-week mission to the International
Baptist Theological Seminary in Prague.
They live in Columbia, Mo., and welcome
visitors.
Lila (Elliott) Sybesma taught a Media
Materials class for Northwestern
last fall in
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The Rev. Barry '76 and Margot
Wynveen, daughter, Leigh Isabel.
Dayle and Capi (Vellinga '77) Kountz,
daughter, Kaylee Sky.
Kathi and jeffrey Jansen '80, son,
Wyatt jeffrey, joins Derek (7).
john and Heidi (Woudslra '81) Hoppe,
son, Daniel Lee, joins john (6), David (5)
and Jennifer (3).
Ross and Cyndi (Martens '81)
Nykamp, son, Benjamin, joins Caleb (5)
and Lydia (3).
Keith Holmes and Mary Van Rheenen
'81, daughter, Rebecca Christine Holmes,
joins Ellen (3).
Louis and Jennifer (Nostrand '81)
Zezza, son, Alexander Louis.
Ric and Cheryl (Polracki '82) Druse,
daughter, Jennifer Lee, joins David.
Andrew and Nancy (Ten Pas '82)
Josiah, son, Korty. joins Nyande (8), Lahai
(6), and Kemba (3).
Patty and Dean Koele '83, son, Andrew
John, joins Elizabeth (2).
Warren '83 and Sharon (Ver Mulm '81)
Kroontje, daughter, Kali Gale, joins Eric,
Sara and Adam.
Peter and Jane (George '83) Mellers,
son, Daniel George, joins Megan (4)
Janet and Dr. David Tilstra '83,
daughter, Hannah.
Gary '85 and Laura (Bolda '85)
Dykstra, son, Scott Jay.
Steve and Phyllis (Wolbrink '85)
Pennings, son, Connor Jacob.
Terry '85 and Debbie (Hansen '85)
Tellinghuisen,
son, Evan Paul.
Steve and Lori (Kluis '86) Haskamp,
son, Kyle Steven, joins Ryan (2).
Karl and Cristy Sensanbaugh-Sauter
'86, daughter, Katherine Rae.
The Rev. Russell '86 and Melinda
(Morris '85) Siders, son, Bryant Randall,
joins jason (2).
Gary and Ginny (Van Pelt '86) Vaden,

daughter, Paige Elizabeth.
April (Morse '87) and Paul Dougherty
'87, son, Eric Russell, joins Meagan (3) and
Sean (2).
Dave '87 and Kristi (Rosene '87) Ellis,
son, Benjamin David, joins Molly (3).
Karen and Randy Stephens '87, son,
Conner Lee, joins Brook (3).
Ron and Janet (Young '88) Beard, son,
David, joins Ryan and Danielle.
Dr. Chad and Marla (Nelson '88)
Brands, son, Christian Josiah, joins
Landon.
Mike and Charlene (Sterk '88)
Hamstra, son, Joshua Michael.
jill (Pals '88) and jerry Hulsing '90,
daughter, Alyssa Sue, joins Ashley (3).
Rick and Linda (Richardson
'88)
Mercer, son, Robby Keith, joins Ryan (3).
Amy (Hudson '88) and Kurt Witte '88,
son, Erik MichaeL
Mark and Peg (Krambeck '89) Eblen,
son, Levi Benjamin Dean, joins Luke (3)
and niece, Meghin Elizabeth (6).
Dave and Karla (Downing '89) Lane,
son, Chase Daniel.
Emil and Grace (De Boer '90)
Angelova, daughter, Renetta Emille.
Glenn and Julie (Wilkinson
x'90)
Cozzens, daughter, Esther.
Matt '90 and Tammy (Van Gorp '91)
Ludwig, son, Jordan Matthew, joins
Karissa (3).
Kevin '91 and Ngu (Chau x'93) Alons,
son, Andrew Kevin, joins Ashley (2).
Kelly (Rensink '92) and john Blok '92,
daughter, Anna Rae.
Doug and Pam (Kaster '92) Krull,
daughter, Allyssa joy.
Corey '93 and Sharon (Davidson '94)
Harthoorn,
daughter, Kaitlin Marie.
Mark and Wendy (Buller '93)
Heemstra, daughter, Kayla Joy.
Craig '94 and Jennifer (Schuller x'96)
Douma, son, Tanner Michael.

addition to teaching third grade at the
Sioux Center Christian SchooL

'83

'82
Cheryl (Polracki) Druse works at the
University of Chicago Hospital's bum
unit. Her husband, Ric, teaches junior
high science in Homewood,
Ill.
Dr. Jim Parks works for Promise
Keepers as the relationship coordinator.
His wife, Cherri (Gunter x'83), is an
assistant professor of psychology at
Colorado Christian University.
Todd Wise has been ordained to the
specialized ministry of psychotherapy
and
counseling at Bethesda Christian
Counseling in Sioux Falls, S.D. He is
completing a doctorate in clinical
psychology and a doctorate in religion. He
and his wife, Nancy (Ludens '84), have
two daughters.

Warren and Sharon (Ver Mulm '81)
Kroontje own and operate Screen Printing
Unlimited in Sioux Center. Sharon is also
employed at Sioux Center Head Start and
teaches at Spalding School in Granville.
Warren does all the production
and sales
for their screen printing business, and
Sharon does the graphic arts.
Sarah (Hartman) Yoder works part
time with the Elkhart County Health
Department
as a health educator in
elementary schools. She and her husband,
Scott, live in Middlebury,
Ind., with their
five children, Nicole (11), Jesse (10),
Nathan (8), Tony (6) and Carmen (4).

'84
Karen Goettsch is still employed as a
nanny, works part time in a fabric store,

and sells Mary Kay cosmetics. She lives in
McLean, Va.
Jay Rozeboom was named the 1995
Sioux City Journal Sioux land Football
Coach of the Year after leading West Lyon
High School to a runner~up finish in the
Class 2A state playoffs. He also received
the All-Northwest Iowa Review Coach of the
Year award. His team, the Wildcats,
compiled a 12-1 record for the season.
Rozeboom has a career won-lost record of
41-5 after four seasons at West Lyon.

'85
Joyce (Rosenboom) Altena works part
time at a Christian children's bookstore in
Grand Rapids, Mich., where her husband,
Ken, is attending Calvin Seminary. The
Altenas have three children, Matthew (6),
Kendra (3) and Joel (2).
Tamara (Brinkhuis) Barry works in
childcare in Waltham, Mass. Her husband,
Kevin, is a programmer analyst with Bay
Bank Systems.
Cyndi (Dyke) Boertje lives in Pella,
where she and her husband, Bruce, own
and operate a CD/tape store and a small
printing business. They have two
children, Rachel (3) and Jessica (2).
Melanie Boscaljon teaches at River
Valley, a school for physically and mentally
disabled students. She lives in Rock Valley
and has one daughter, Alicia (7).
Kevin Brasser. who teaches and coaches
at South O'Brien High School in Paullina,
received the Iowa Governor's Excellence in
Science and Mathematics Award last fall.
His wife, Karen '(Hagge '88), teaches first
grade in South O'Brien's Sutherland center.
Karleen (Klaver) Carlson is a computer
coordinator at Van Diest Supply Company
in Webster City, Iowa. She lives on a farm
with her husband, Brad, and three children,
Austin (9), Alayna (5) and Calvin (2).
Jenelle (Paulson) Clabaugh is a
pediatric social worker at Blank Children's
Hospital in Des Moines. She and her
husband, Cerd, have two children. Jacob
(4) and Reed (2).
Cathy (Eckhoff) Dattoli lives with her
husband, Mark, in Elmhurst, Ill. She is the
director of accounting for the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in Chicago.
Scott and Nancy (Kindwall) De Geest
live in Spencer, Iowa, where Scott is the
vice president of Standard Printing. Scott
also is a partner in Copy tee, a quick print
operation and Xerox dealership in Spencer
and Fort Dodge.
Mark De Vries Jives in LaCrescent,
Minn., where he works in construction.
He and his wife have three children, Dane
(9), Derek (6) and Haley (1).
Steve De Vries and his wife, Kim, live
in Olds, Iowa. Steve completed his MBA
at St. Ambrose University last May. He is
business manager at Transcontinental
Cold Storage/IBP in Columbus Junction.
They have a son, Brock (3).

The Rev. Donovan Drake is the
associate pastor at First Presbyterian
Church, Morganton, N.C. His wife, Beth
(Beran), is at horne with Michael (2) and
McKenzie Elizabeth (1).
Gary Dykstra is a vice president in the
commodities division of Nations Bank in
Chicago. He has completed his MBA from
DePaul University and is a CPA. His wife,
Laura (Bolda), teaches kindergarten; they
live in Grayslake, Ill.
Tom and Nancy Hardee live in Mexico
and teach English and literature at a private
prep school and university. They have
two children, Wesley (9)and Christanna (5).
Tsuneo "Ted" Hattori is a sales manager for the far east division of AMPC Inc.,
supervising sales and marketing activities
in eight Asian countries for the agribusiness
company. He and his wife, Michiyo, live
in Ames with son Shota (8 months).

Dennis Heemstra farms near Primghar.
He and his wife, Lori, have a son, Nathan
(2).

King Hickman serves on the executive
board of the Iowa Veterinary Medical
Association and is a food animal
practitioner in Sheldon. He and his wife,
Kecia (Rolston '87), have two children,
Oliver (2) and Hannah (8 months).
The Rev. Steve and Susan (Gruis)
Hielkema live in Mitchell, S.D., where
Steve is the senior pastor at First Reformed
Church. Susan teaches kindergarten at .
Rogers Elementary School; they have three
children, Katherine (6), Jennifer (3) and
Thomas (1).
Mary Beth (Winter) Johnsen is a
special education teacher in the Sioux
Center school district. She lives in Boyden
with her husband, Scott '86, and two
children, Ashley (7) and Carter (3).

Waiting for That Call
by Jack Vander Stoep '90
Director of Annual Funds
As my days wind down here at
Northwestern College and I begin to
pursue my lifelong dream of being a
special agent with the FBI,I want to reflect
back on my NWC experiences and look to
the future of the Annual Fund. Preparing
my desk and files for my departure gives
me a sense both of sadness and excitement.
It is going to be tough leaving the
Northwestern College community after
being surrounded by it all my life.
Most people have not experienced NWC
as 1 have. As far back as r can remember, 1
was going to theatre productions and
athletic events. When 1was 11 my dad
began working at the college. Upon
graduation from high school, there was no
question where Iwas going to attend college.
in fact, I never even visited another campus.
After graduating from NWC in 1990
and working here for nearly five years, this
is home. I guess my underlying goal as a
development officer, especially over the
past two-plus years as director of annual
funds, has been to share my love for NVVC
with everyone that I meet. I have
thoroughly enjoyed being able to share
this enthusiasm with our alumni and
friends of the college as well as the students.
In my current position, my main goal is
to raise financial support for the college's
Operating Fund. (This is the fund that
helps pay the college's bills, i.e., heating,
lighting, faculty and staff salaries, new computers for student access, maintenance,
campus beautification and much more.)
When you add this all up, the main goal for
the Annual Fund is to keep tuition affordable. We are able to do this because of
your gifts, by paying the 25 percent of
ongoing expenses that tuition does not cover.
In other words, students are getting a 25
percent discount off their tuition bill because

of your gifts.
Giving to the
Annual Fund does
not have to be
painful. It can be as
easy as giving $5 or
$500, depending on
what you are
capable of giving. If
you think tha t you
are unable to give at
all, consider it like
Jack Vander Stoep
sacrificing a pizza
or a movie once a year. If you look at it
that way, giving can become easy.
My vision for the Annual Fund is that
our alumni percentage of giving would
reach 50 percent and that the Annual
Fund would generate over $1 million each
year. This past fiscal year we had a record
percentage of alumni participation, 40
percent, and raised nearly $930,000 from
all areas of the Annual Fund. How do I
see this vision becoming a reality? It can
be very easy - when your phone rings in
the fall or spring and you have a nervous
student from NWC on the other end, be
excited and willing to spare three minutes
of your time with the caller. Hopefully
you will be able to share in their excitement
and good feelings for NWC. And when it
comes time to answer the question,
"Would you be willing to consider a gift?"
please answer, "Yes." You will not only
be making the night of the caller, but you
wUI also be making a difference at NWC.
I guarantee you will feel better after you
hang up the phone than when you
answered H. And your waistline will
thank you for one less pizza this year.
I can hardly wait for my telephone to
ring this fall and to hear on the other end,
"Hello, this is Kristin, a sophomore at
Northwestern College, and I'm calling
about the letter you recently received from.;."
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KamaJongerius Zuidema is the minister
of congregational support at Christ
Memorial Church in Holland, Mich. Her
husband, Joel,is a counselor at Hope College.
Laura (Graham) Kienzle lives in
Racine, Wis., where she and her husband,
Paul, are raising funds to minister in
Bolivia through South America Mission.
They previously served six years in Peru.
The Kienzles have two daughters, Erica (4)
and Rachel (2).
Janna (Wynia) Klarenbeek is manager
of product development for Berkley
Information Services in Luverne, Minn.
She and her husband, Brad, have three
children, Paul (6), Emily (3) and Shelby (1).
Kathy (Johnson) Kleen teaches biology
and human physiology at Spirit Lake High
School. She earned a master's degree in
biology from Mankato State University.
Her husband, Richard, owns his own
construction business.
Annette (Garcia) Knott teaches math
and science in Missouri Valley, Iowa. Her
husband, Tyler, teaches special education
classes and coaches atWoodbine. They have
two daughters, Kealy (3) and Marissa (1).
Brian Kuiper is a loan officer at the
Nicollet County Bank in St. Peter, Minn.
He and his wife, Janet, have two
daughters, Kelsey (4) and Katy (2).
Dan Landegent is a graphic designer /
illustrator for Fey Industries in Edgerton,
Minn.
Dr. Steve Locker practices medicine with
Northwest Surgery in Orange City. He
and his wife, Deb (Kuiper '84), have three
children, Josh (6), Daniel (4) and Jessica (2).
Deb serves as assistant coach for
Northwestern's women's basketball team.
Troy Martin works for Rockwell
Collins Avionic Division in Cedar Rapids.
He and his wife, Janice, have two children,
Blake (4) and Brooke (1).
Charlene (Boscaljon) Mastbergen lives
in West Point, Neb., where her husband,
Curtis '84, is executive vice president at
Farmers and Merchant National Bank.
They have three children, Laura, Nathan
and David.
David McCleery is a pilot with Mission
Aviation Fellowship based in Shell,
Ecuador, where he maintains and repairs
radio transmitters at the jungle bases and
transports patients and supplies to the Shell
Hospital. He and his wife, Linda (Josephson),
and family will return to the Ll.S. on
furlough for six months beginning next July.
Dawn (Hoskins) Mosiman lives in
Chicago and teaches second grade in the
Wilmette school district.
The Rev. Phillip Nielsen is pastor of
the Immanuel Lutheran Church in
Wymore, Neb. He and his wife, De.Ann,
have two children, Jessie and Eric.
Brian and Donna (Rensink '87) Renes
and their two daughters have moved from
mission-field work in Chiapas, Mexico, to
Rock Valley where Brian will carry out a
new assignment as a Bible translation
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computer trainer and consultant with the
United Bible Society. They will continue
to be supported by the Reformed Church.
David Renee owns Select Sound, a car
audio, sales and installation store in Sioux
Falls. He and his wife, Linda, have three children, Kelli (6), Veronica (3) and Samuel (1).
Cheryl Reuvers works for Heartland
Area Education Agency as an educational
trainer. She lives in West Des Moines.
Wendy (Zylstra) Schiermanis a paralegal,
and her husband, Steven, is a pilot in the
Air Force. They live in Bellingham, Wash.
Dr. Shawn Scholten is a psychotherapist
with the Creative Living Center /Plains
Area Mental Health Agency. She lives in
Sioux Center.
Crista Smidt lives in Orange City and is
an elementary school counselor for the
Association of Northwest Iowa Christian
Schools.
Connie (Vierhout) Te Krony lives in
Hull with her husband, Rod, and sons
Ryan (5) and David (1).
Deb (Faber) Van Buren works in
administration for the Willmar Area
Chamber of Commerce. Her husband,
Scott '87, is a CPA. They have MO
daughters, Melissa (9) and [enna (5).
Natalie {Kragt) Van Meeteren works in
billing for Van Wyk Trucking. She and her
husband, Gary, live on a farm near Archer.
Jerry and Terri (Graves '87) Vander
Lee live in Rock Rapids. They have two
children, Rachel (5) and Eric (1).

Marriages
Stan McDowell '74 and Sara
Charbonneau, Casper, Wyo.
The Rev. Dave Vander Laan '78 and
Lori (Vander Veen '82) Van Wyk,
Rotterdam Junction, N.Y.
Sue Moss '80 and Kenneth Hup.
Luverne, Minn.
LuAnne Van Dart '84 and Keith
Vander Horst, Denver, Colo.
Dr. Shawn Scholten '85 and William
Tilstra, Sioux Center.
Todd Sorensen '87 and Brenda
Cleveland, Manchester, Conn.
Mike Solomonson '87 and Laura Krebs,
Tucson, Ariz.
Barb Cummelin, student activities
director from 1984-88,and Mark Boyson,
Bellingham, Wash.
Bob Lorence '91 and Dee Wolfe,
Umatilla, Ore.
Rick Starkenburg '92 and Danelle
O'Grady '92, Bellingham, Wash.
Dan Van Gorp '92 and Janie De Blauw,
Bellflower, Calif.
Gary De Beeld '94 and Jodi Kok 'x96,
Lynden, Wash.
Derrick Mars '94 and Sandy SchoItens
'95, Orland Park, III.
Dr. Kim Regnier, assistant professor of
mathematics, and Joel Jongerius, Orange
City.
The couples reside in the cities listed.

Bob Vander Plaats is the new president
and chief executive officer for Opportunities
Unlimited, a Sioux City residential facility
for physically and mentally disabled
adults. He previously served as principal
at Sheldon High School.
Diane (Calkins) Vencil ltves in Tampa
with her husband, Newton '87, and five
children, Kenan (9), Ian (7), Annalena (5),
Cora (3) and Vivien (1).
Theresa (Zylstra) Weerheim lives in
Primghar with her husband, Denny '83,
and daughters Kayla (8), Rachel (4) and
Dana (1). They own the Pizza Ranch
restaurants in Primghar and Ida Grove.
Theresa also teaches fourth grade.
Mike and Tami (Raak) Wesselink live
in Crookston, Minn., where Mike is a high
school math teacher. Tarni is a part-time
social worker; they have MO children,
Alyson (5) and Matthew (2).
Vicki (Williams) Willats lives on a
farm near Orchard, Neb., with her husband,
Bob, and two sons, Willie (4) and Calvin (2).
Pat (Olson) Wright is a reading
recovery teacher at the Woodbury Central
Community School. She and her husband,
Randy, have four sons, Landon (6),
Michael (5), James (2) and Matthew (1),
and live in Moville.
Shirley Vanden Berge is the manager
of financial reporting for Storage
Technology Corporation in Boulder, Colo.

Looking for Richard Massaro
Our mail Jiles have an incorrect address
for Richard J. Massaro x'85. If you know
him, have him contact the Alumni Office
at 712-737-7106.We have found
something he may be looking for.

'86
Lori (Kluis) Haskamp was recently
promoted to supervisor of the tax and
licensing department of Regis Corporation.
She lives in S1.Louis Park, Minn.
Ivan Helmus is in his third year of
teaching middle school math at
Washington Christian School in Silver
Spring, Md.

'87
Carie (VanHook) [asperse received a
master's degree in public policy from the
University of Maryland. She works for the
Environmental Protection Agency in
Washington, D.C.
Randy Stephens is middle school
athletic director and math teacher and
high school tennis coach at Colorado
Springs Christian School. His wife, Karen,
teaches kindergarten.

'88
Dr. Mark Jensen was one of three
recipients of the 1995 Research Excellence

Awards from the Iowa State University
chemistry department. He is now doing
post-doctoral research at ISU.
Janet (Young) Beard is a director /
supervisor at Physical Therapy and Rehab
Center in St. Joseph, Mo.
Linda (Richardson) Mercer recently
accepted a faculty position at Western
Iowa Tech Community College in the
physical therapist assistant program. She
lives in Kingsley.

'89
The Rev. Steven Brouwer is the
director of young adult ministries at Christ
Community Church in Carmichael, Calif.
He and wife, Brenda (Runia '88), have one
daughter, Emily (2).
Pat (Anker) Heemstra works part time
asa youth director at Faith Reformed Church
in Rock Valley. Her husband, Greg '90,
teaches health and physical education to
grades 4-12, coaches junior high football,
and is assistant coach for boys' basketball
and junior high track in the Rock Valley
school district. The Heemstras have two
children, Marcus (4) and joanna (1).
Peg (Krambeck) Eblen taught English
and journalism at Creston High School for
four years after her NWC graduation. She
now serves the school as speech coach,
gives piano lessons, and is at home with
her children. Her husband, Mark, works
as Creston's water treatment plant
operator and also farms.
Ardean Landhuis is technical director
at Beef & Boards Dinner Theatre in
Indianapolis. He is also the resident scenic
and lighting designer for Pyramid
Children's Theatre Company.
Karla (Downing) Lane lives in Adel
where she is a special education associate
in theAdel, DeSoto,Minburn SchoolDistrict.
Scott Ranck has accepted a position as
the multicategorical resource special
education teacher and head girls' basketball
coach at Shenandoah, Iowa, High School.
Shawn Ritenour is in his third year of
graduate studies at Alabama's Auburn
University. His wife, Michelle (Skinner),
teaches seventh grade in a self-contained
classroom.

'90
Cathy (Sandbulte) Albert works at
Bank First in Sioux Falls. She and her
husband, Paul, have one son, Micah (1).
Lisa (Kalicki) Arnan is the marketing
media coordinator for Great West Casualty
Company. Her husband, Brian '92,
manages the Athletic Edge sporting goods
store in Sioux City.
Laura Butcher works at Discovery
Living in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, supervising
group homes for adults with mental and
physical disabilities.
Wanda (Wessels) Bruxvoort is an
assistant librarian and teacher's aide at

Wellsburg-Steamboat Rock Middle School
near Aplington, Iowa. She and her
husband, Eric, have one daughter, [ami.
Matt Bultman is a sales representative
for Hillerich and Bradsby Company,
manufacturer of Louisville Slugger
baseball equipment. He and his wife,
Wanda (Marks '91), live in Overland Park,
Kan., where she teaches fifth grade.
Melanie (McQuoid) Carlson isan underwriter with Preferred Risk Insurance
Company. She lives in West Des Moines
with her husband, Craig '87,and son Cody (1).
Brenda (Zomermaand) Colby lives in
Inwood with her husband, Mike, and son
Luke (1).
Caren (Steel) De Boer lives in Luverne,
Minn., where she owns and operates De
Boer Auto Restoration with her husband,
Jeff. Their company specializes in classic
car restorations.
Linda (Keele) Else is the special
education teacher at Pella Christian High
School. Her husband, Jim J88, is an
optometrist in Oskaloosa; they have a
daughter, Aubree (1).
Karma (Luhring) Funk is a senior
counselor at Village Northwest Unlimited
in Sheldon. Her husband, Paul, is a quality
control manager for Rosenboom Machine
and Tool. They have a daughter, Katie (1).
Kathy Grandia has been in Curtea-deArges, Romania, working for Food for the
Hungry the last two years. She provided
business assistance for Romanians.
Patrick Heilman is in his fifth year of
managing the Kum and Go in Sioux Center.
His wife, Nancy (Wollman), works at the
Sioux Center Shopper. They have two
daughters, Heather (4) and Shawna (2).
Dawn (Knipple) Huizinga works in the
printing office at Northwestern. Her
husband, Tony J89, sells office equipment
for ABDick Products Co.
Sharon (Olson) Johnson is the youth
pastor at Indian Lake Baptist Church in
Worthington, Minn., where she lives with
her husband, jeff '86, who is a jeweler.
Kelly (Dykstra) Kaemingk teaches
math at Valley Christian Middle School
and has begun work on a master's degree
in mathematics education. She and her
husband, Kevin '89, live in Downey, Calif.
Kelvin Kaemingk works for
Northwestern Mutual Life/Baird
Securities in Fort Collins, Colo. His wife,
Jennifer (Brandt '94), teaches at Mountain
View Elementary School in Windsor.
Lisa (Gunnerson) Krogman is a special
education teacher in Atlantic, Iowa. Her
husband, John, is a business procurator;
they have two daughters, Alison and Lauren.
Chad Kruse works for a crop
consulting service. He was recently
married to Vicki Veldhuizen; they live in
Allison, Iowa.
Marshall and Kimberly (Sorbo) Lewis
live in Doland, S.D., where Marshall
teaches and coaches in the high school and
Kim provides daycare in their home. They

have two sons, Derek (4) and Keanon (1).
Pam (Huibregtse) Mundorf lives in
Clarksville, Tenn., with her husband,
Barney J88, who is a defense attorney at Ft.
Campbell. They have one son, Seth (2).
Kevin Muyskens received a Master of
Divinity degree from Fuller Theological
Seminary last June. He is a youth pastor at
Long Beach Christian Reformed Church.
Doug and Julie (Leimer) Pals live in
Jefferson, Iowa, where Doug is the director
of economic development for the Jefferson
Telephone Company, and Julie teaches
first grade in the Boone Community School
District. ShewilJ receive her master's degree
in elementary education from NWC in May.
Amy (Rave) Peterson lives in Post Falls,
Idaho, with her husband, Rob, who is a
youth pastor, and their daughters, Emily
and Kayla.
Trudy Peterson is an administrative
secretary in the Storm Lake community
school system.
Diana (Pottroff) Pickup is an intensive
care nurse, and her husband, Calvin J89, is
in the Frankfort Police Department. They
live in Newlenox, TIl.,and have a daughter,
Sara (1).
Londa (Wagner) Revis lives in Houston,
where her husband, Paul, is in law school.
They have a son, Paul Loren (1).
Ann (Vande Garde) Riemersma is an
accountant for the University of Minnesota
Foundation. Her husband, Glenn, also is
an accountant; they live in Bloomington,
Minn.
Melissa (Lubbers) Schutte lives on an
acreage outside of Sioux Falls with her
husband, John, and daughter jessica (1).
John Swart has a Ph.D. in biochemistry
and works for BioEdge in Sioux Center.
Anthony Shaw is a reimbursement
analyst at HCF Inc., a health care
management company in Cridersville,
Ohio. He and his wife, Waned a (Henning
'91), have a son, Wade (1).
TravisSmits isa salesman forMasterguard
Company in Sioux City. His wife, Connie
(Sohl'87), is a sixth grade teacher at
Westwood Community School. They have
two children, Trevor (3) and Justin (1).
Marlyn Te Grotenhuis is a lab
technician for the city of Sioux Center. He
is married to Maureen (Caraher '91).
Darwin Ten Haken is an LAN analyst
with Principal Financial Group in Des
Moines. He and his wife, Michelle
(Rensink '92), have two sons, Zachary (4)
and Collin (1).
Cari (Zoeteman) Uit de Flesch is an
order analyst for the Trane Company in
Caledonia, Mich. Her husband, Dave '88,
is a therapist at Wedgwood Acres.
Kenneth Ven Huizen is the vocal
music instructor at the Sigourney
Community School District. He and his
wife, Karla (DeBoer '92), have a son, Jacob
(10 months).
Lynn Verros is an accountant for
Musco Sports Lighting in Oskaloosa, Iowa.
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Cheri Waggoner recently moved to
Holland, Mlch., and works as a guest
service representative
at Holiday Inn. She
is learning American Sign Language in
hopes of becoming an interpreter
for the
hearing impaired.
Cheri is an active
member of the Holland Area Christian
Singles Ministry.
Teresa (Kramer) Wede lives in
Worthington,
Minn., where she is
pursuing her LPN license. She and her
husband, Greg '89, hope to work in the
Middle East in an outreach to Muslims.

They have a son, Caleb.
Susan (Reed) Ziffer lives in Washington,
Iowa, with her husband, Charly. and
children Zachary (2) and Hannah (1).

'91
Rachel (Korthals) Sullivan works as
the youth director of St. Thomas
Presbyterian Church in Shelby Township,
Mich. She is also working on a master's
degree at Calvin Theological Seminary.
Melinda Van Engen has been promoted
to editorial associate and serves as a project
editor in the trade department
of Baker
Book House. She lives in Wyoming, Mich.
Curtis Van Vark and his wife live in
Pella with their son, Ryan (1).

'92
John and Kelly (Rensink) Blok live in
Brandon, S.D. John is the director of Chris-

tian education and youth at Community
Reformed Church in Sioux Falls. Kelly
teaches business and computer science at
Central Lyon High School in Rock Rapids.
Erik Charter has accepted a position
with Denman & Co., a West Des Moines
CPA firm.
Mike Jacobsma is in his third year of
law school at Creighton University in
Omaha and works part time for the Douglas
County Department
of Corrections.
His
wife, Jill {Huisken '93), is a contract
specialist for Guarantee Mutual Life
Company.
They have two children.
Michele Mason is a member of the
physical education faculty at Benedictine
College ill Atchison, Kan. She also is the
head volleyball and head softball coach.
Danelle (O'Grady) Starkenburg
has
completed a master's degree in
experimental
psychology.
Her husband,
Rick, is manager of the tax department
at
the public accounting firm of Metcalf &
Hedges in Bellingham, Wash.
Rachel Searcy teaches English in
Zbengzhou,
China.

'93
Tonia Bach graduated from the
University of North Dakota last May with
a master's degree in counseling.
She
works for the state ofIowa as a vocational
rehabilitation
counselor in Sheldon.
Liz (De Iong) De Braber is an assistant
manager at Uptown Poster and Frame in
Holland, Mich., and had two art shows early
this year. Her husband, Andy '94, is in his
second year at Western Theological Seminary.
Brian Tschetter is the administrator
of
Leota Christian
School in Leota, Minn.
His wile, Heidi (Hensley '94), teaches
third and fourth grades at the school.
Cheryl (Van'! Hof '93) Heronemus,
Sioux County education director for the

Orange City Books Available

Gotcha!
Norm Wolf '69 (left) and Ben [ans '69 find
a bidder at the Gala Auction in February.
A new record, more than $28,800, was
raised for Alumni Scholarships
and
faculty development
projects.

The Orange City Chamber of
Commerce is selling the 125th (Quasquicentennial) Anniversary Books for $19.50
plus $3 for shipping and handling.
The book includes 200 pages, 28 of
which are in full color, and is a history
sequel to the 1970 Centennial Book which
is also available for $6. lf you order both
books, the total cost would be $30.50,
which includes postage. Call the Chamber
Office at 712-737-4510 or write P.O. Box 36
to place your orders.

Iowa State University Extension Office in
Orange City, received the New
Professional Award given by ISU
Extension. She was recognized for her
leadership ability and dedication to the
goals of Extension as well as for
developing innovative programs and
assisting with marketing efforts that
resulted in successful passage of the
county's referendum
in 1994.

'94
Sherry (Hesebeck) Rueter is employed
at Citibank in Sioux Falls as a microsystems engineer, developing and recoding
programs for the collections department.

'95
Brent and Kim (Krosch '96) Rieck have
moved to Ha rtIey where Brent is farming
with his father, Tom '74.

International Alumni News
Mari Ishihara ('85 graduate) is a customer
service representative
for the Chemicals
Group division of PPG Industries-Asia/
Pacific Ltd. She is based in Tokyo.
Misato Nishina (fall semester, '76) lives
in Tokyo and teaches English at Iokkyo
University.
Etsuko Fukuoka ('92 graduate) earned
a master's in education from Northern
Arizona University in 1994. She now teaches
English to post-graduate
high school
students at a prep school for university
entrance exams in Yokohama, Japan.
Keiko Okada ('87-'88) graduated
from
Kelsen Women's Junior College and now
works at the Council on International
Educational Exchange in Tokyo. She helps
provide examinations
like the TOEFL,
GMAT and GRE for the Educational
Testing Service.
[unko Shimura (Slimmer, '91) taught
for a year in Wisconsin and now works at
a foreign book shop in Tokyo.
Sachiko Sugai ('92 graduate) works in
the embroidery
machine department
for
Happy Industrial Corporation
in Tokyo.
Thomas Wong ('85-'86) recently
published a new book, American

Communication Training: A Practical Guide
for Foreign-Born Professionals. After earning
two engineering degrees and working as a
quality assurance manager, he began
TransCore Strategies in Campbell, Calif.
He provides consulting and training for
companies, specializing in communication
and self-improvement.

